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1. In paragraph 5 of its redolution 43/199 of 20 December 1988, the Gonera1
Assembly requested the Director-General for Development and International Economic
Co-operation to sat out the interrelationship among problems and factors in
operational activititis for the triennial policy review.

2. In paragraph 4 of his initial report (A/44/3l4-E/l989/106, annex) the
Director-General advised that to achieve this and to ensure that both the views of
deve]oping countries and an adequate refloction of the complexity and diversity of
their situations be made available for the policy review, a series of integrated
country reviews would be undertaken in July 1989. The outcom~ of those reviews,
together with further policy options and specific rocommendations, would be
presented by him to the General ARsembly at its forty-fourth session.

3. The Director-Ge~~~ral submits to the General Assembly in the annex to the
present note the consolidated findings of seven country reviews undertaken in July
and August 1989. The rtiport has been prepared on behalf of, and in close
consultation wit~l, the members of the various teams by a senior consultant engaged
by the Director-General to assist him in this exe.'cise, Mr. Erskine Childers. The
Director-General is submitting (A/44/324/Add.3-E/1989/106/Add.3, annex) his own
recommendations to the General Assembly on the range of issues covAreu in his
report for the triennial policy review.

4, The integrated country reviews have been carried out with the much appreciated
co-operation of Governments and staff of the United Nations development system
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ctr~wing on extrabudgetary contributions made available by several States. The
rpviews were carried out over periods of approximately two weeks each by teams of
two persons, led by senior independent consultants supported by staff members (rom
v~rious United Nations organizations and departments. The countries, whose assent
dnd co-opel:ation was requested fOl' these exe.t'c!ses, were selected to reflect the
broad spectrwn oC the size, current conditions and capacities of developing
countries, and bearing in mind such other factors as earlier or concurrent studies.

5. Reviews were carried out in JUly and early August inl

Colombia

Egypt

Ethiopia

Inelia

Mr. Peider Koenz (Switzerlftnd)
Mr. R,berto McEachen (United Nations Development Programme)

'the Honourable Donald O. Mills (Jamaica)
Ms. Rubina Khan (United Nations Office of the Director

General for Development and Internation~l

Economic Co-operation;

The Honourable Donald O. Mills (JamBil.:a)
Ms. Rubina Khan (Office of the Director-General for

Development and International
Economic Co-operation)

Mr. ~rskine Childers (Ireland)
Mr. Sekou Sownahoro (United Natiolls Department or TechniC:f\l

Co-operation f~r Development)

.Jamaica Mr. Erskine Childers 0: uland)
Mr. Baquer Namazi (United Nations Children I s Fund)

Niger Mr. Rabah Hadid (Al~aria)

Mr. Michel Amiot (Unitee Nations Population Fwnd)

Uganda Mr. Rabah Hadid (Algeria)
Mr. Michel Amiot (Unitt/d Nations Population Fund)

b. Three other countries that had been approached with a view to their inclusion
1n the present exercise also responded pos itively. However, for reasons of timing
or availability of key government Officials and the country level teems of the
(Jnlted Nations system, reviews could not be orga~ized within the tight schedule
imposed by the calendar of the triennial review.

7. Given the keen interest expre'led by Member States in ~eceiving inform~tion on
tIJc role and nature of operational activities in specific n~~ional contexte, it iN
..H"oposed that review. allo be undertLJcen in these three countri•• as f.I follow-up t.o
the present exerci.e. The~. a~ditional reviews woul~ certainly provide a~dltional

insights for the on901n9 a~81Y8i. by Member Stete. of tt~ effectiv9ne•• of
development co-operation organi.ea throuq~ the United Nation••ystem.

I • ••
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8. The annex to the present note contains a synthesis oC the findings of the
reviews in the firat seven count~ies and of comparable findings from other sources,
including reports (rom residant co-ordinators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The United Nations system is held in continuing high hope and regard.
However, the national and international develo~ment community evinces a certain
"assessment fatigue". The review teams encount.ered considerable scepticism about
"yet another study". In some instances at high levels of Government, in many at
aenior levels, and almost universally among staff of the system itself in the
CI)Untries, the question was posed at the outset, "What reasons do you have for
believing that any more will conle of your report, to improve things, than from any
of the others down the years? How seriously should we take this one?"

2. It is a m3tter of fact that numerous studies and resultant recommenda~lons and
ensuing resolutions to enhance the system's capacities have to date led to little
siguificant adjustment - or at best, only piecemeal compromise extraction of single
measures from out of a larger recommend~d design that would alone have made thosa
measures really opurable. Almost all of the problems and issues raiRed by tha
Ganeral Assembly in its resolutions 42/196 of 11 December 1987 and 43/199 may b~

found in resolution 2188 (XXI) of 13 December 1966, adopted 23 years ago, in which
the Assembly called 20r a comprehensive review of operati~nal activities. Many
voices at the country level were, in effect, telling the team members that it was
high time to take meaningful action for improvement.

3. The review exercise has been built upon the findings of, and the responses of
the General Assembly and other intergovernmental bodies to, the case-studies
carried out by the Director-General in 1987 in nine other developing countries
pursuant to paragraph 22 of the annex to General Assembly resolution 41/171 of
5 December 1986 (A/421326/Add.1-E/1987/821Add.1, annex) (the "Jansson report").
The description of the 1989 exercise as integrated country reviews has been
intended to convey that they have integrated into their investigations the Jansson
report; the many issues raised by the General Assembly in resolutions 42/196 and
43/199, and reports prepared in response; and other related observations and
rep~rts from the country level on operational activities.

4. On the large canvas of the historical evolution of the United Nations system's
operational activities, and of past efforts to improve them, certain
characteristics have predominated. The organization of the Uniteq Nations system
to carry out such activities in developing countries has to date very largely
reflected its global dim~nsion, which contains built-in asymmetries of
intergovernmental structure and of purposes.

5. The "operational activities system" comprises two radically different kinds of
~rganizations - specialized and technical agencies that were not created for
operational activities for d8velopment, but to be world centres of excellence in
research, standard-setting, and trend-analysis; and funds and programmes, ~lmost

all of which are dGsigned exclusively for operational activities in co-operat~~n

with developing countries.

I • •.
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6. The imbalance of purposes has caused serious difficulties for the specialized
agencies, with constant misunders~andings evidenced by such issues as the
percentage of their staffs held at headquarters, which is precisely where
Governments pre-supposed they would be for their primordial global roles. The same
imbalance has, of course, also presented problems for the development funds and
programmes, mandated exclusively for high-quality and efficient work with
developing countries and seeking to draw upon the specialized expertise of agencies
for which these functions are but one element in their mandates.

7. The asymmetry in intergovernmental structure has a behavioural as well as
legel dimension. The same Governments of the same Member States (with only a few
differentials in membership) are the governors of both sets of organizations
engaged in the system's operational activities for development. The asymmetry
arises from problems of polir.y co-ordination within the same Governments, as
reflected in their decisions in the differing governing bodies.

8. Approaches to country-level reform and improvement of oper~tional activities
llave equally been conditioned by these constraints at the global level. Modest
changes at ~he country level have been the residue of original recummendations
after global-level negotiations among headquarters officials of organizations
hearing different messages from the s&ne Governments in their respective governing
bodies. Yet the objective alw~ys stated has been to improve the assistance that
the United Nations !ystem can render to the development efforts of developing
countries. It is impossible to ignore these contradictions in any serious review
exercise se~king improvemenls~

9. As will be emphasized throughout this report, the resources of the United
Nations system for operational activities are, above all, its human capacities.
The volume of financial resources flowing through the grant part of the ~ystem,

while important in many developing countries, is not what makes for, and makes
special, United Nations multilateral development co-operation. The system's staff
and consultants working at th& country level are the make-or-break factor in the
entire enterprise - in the quality of the special partnership with devuloping
~ountries that distinguishes such co-operation, and in the quality of the everyday
practical work. It is remarkable how many staff members have retained their
dedication and their hope for coherent improvements in how they should ~ork Cor
what they understand is their mission .' solely to help the developing countries.

10. A very comprehensive agenda was ~et for the reviews, and the teams were very
grateful for the excellent advance arrangements made by United Nations resident
co-ordinators and by Governments, enabling individual and group meetings with
co-operation co-ordinators, central and sectoral planners and managers in many
ministries, project directors, academicians and other non· governmental figures,
representatives of bilateral donors, and all elements of the United Nations system
on the ground. The teams express their gratitUde to all who gave so much of their
valuable time to them.

11. Many pages of a synthesis report of this kind could be filled with
illustrations of the highly positive work of the United Nations system at the

I • ••
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eou'ltry level. There should be some regular way to report on achievements or the
sybtem as a whole. For reasons of space, however, this report must take on trust 
dnd in the spirit 0f the General As~embly resolutions th~mselves - that it can
concentrate on problems found, whose resolution would make the sys~t~ even more
affective than it is.

L2. The review teams obtained many insights into the critically important role
that the regional capacities of the United Nationa system can play in support of
country-level activities and of continuing problems (many of which were reflected
in General Assembly resolution 32/197 of 20 December 1977). It is clear that there
i$ much work to be done further to enhance and make better use of regional
capacities. The insights obtained will be incorporated into the ongoing
examination of the regional dimension.

13. The problems cited in this renort were either found in all countries visited
or, where one may not have t3en prom~ne.. t in one of the countries, its general
prevalence in operbtional activities is validated in others and from other
contemporary reports. The coriclusions are 1urgely derived from the findings of the
review teMls, but account has aJ 0;0 been taken of numerous expert studies in
aoalysis Of prl)blems and in the final assembly of conclusions.

14. The development community naturall! has its own special language but as this
h1C accumulated, nlarity of. meaning has sometimes slipped, and inappropriata
arch~isms have persisten. Two examples folloWI

(a) Prominent among the archaisms is the expression "the f leld". The concept
that all developing countries and United Nations system offices therein are at
something called "the field level" relative to various "headquarters" is, in the
tlrst place, philosOPllic~lly inappr.opriate in operational activities. I~ is also
lik\lly to reinforce "top-down" and other attitudes in headquarters that militate
aga.Lns t needed decentralization. In this repor~., the term "country level" is used
U. roughout.

(b) A second phrase that is surely a candidate for change is "government
execution" of projects. Used in contra-distinction to "agency executi.on", it
implies little or no role for the deve10pJng ~ountries unless they implement the
externally secured components of projects, all of which are theirs in the first
place. In this report, the term "national ('xecution" is used insLead of
"goverrunero i'. execution".

15. The review teams took full nnte of the special emphasis of the General
Assembly, in its recent resolutlons, on the paramountcy of the needs of the
developing countries themselves and, within th{' again, on the necessity that the
system ge~£ itself to be more country-specific in its operational and
organizational responses to those needs. These combined criteria have far-reaching
implications. They require that the system's operational activities be studied
from the interface with poverty and under-capacitation. Looking outward from that
po!nt of reference relentlessly exposes the difference bet'4een a system thrusting
its various globally prescribed char~~teristics and compromises downwards to the

I • ••
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devAloping country level and a system w~~se institutions would provide capacities
nt thftl' level solely ac~ording to w~at each country need~ for ita development
efforts. If once the analysis is firmly made from the latter pe:'spective, many
needG and problems which globally diluted reforms have been inadequate to add~ess

flsswne great thrust and urgency. To try better to convey the perspective at
country level oC nati~nal and United Nations system workers, some of their remarkr.
Rr8 quoted in the course 0f this report. It is hoped that this mat help to bring
the problems experienced at country level more alive to readers.

l!i. n. was with this pan'\fllount perspective of the needs o[ the developing
countries in mind that the Director-General decided to carry out the integrated
country reviews, and it is from that perspective that this report i~ made.

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

11. TIle United Nations systeM continues to su~tain its reputation in helping tJ
:H.l.'p.ngthen the capacities of developing countries, but there are significant
problems, most or them long-present, which can be overcome. The report
l'uncenttates on such pn>bleml:i, not taking space to ree.lte tpe many positive
Bl'hinvemonts.

tfl. Governments wish to undertake more nntional project Axecution - even those
with weak capdcities, in the conviction that thes3 will be built faster t.hrouqh
"tARrning hy doing". P·'esent. ruL5 And procedures for nation~l execution contnin
mAjor ~indrances that must quickly he eliminated. The wholp qu~stion of ex&cution
should now be turned around: what should have to be justlfie,J ~n eVAry case is oot
nntionlll project f.'xecution, but external agency executioh.

19, Thora continue to be too mOllY problems in the design of projects, in part
bl::1CillllW ronnulation mlslolions hi:,ve been too Rhort, but above all because or
conti.nued ne'llect. of "i\bove And before project" i'I.IAlysis And planning hosed on i\

pruqnlJnme approach, dnel top-heavy rules and procedures.

20. Project timetableB iHP. oft.en Bet At. unrealistical',y short durat.:l.ons.
PrPHcribed Btart-llp dat.AB lih,mld not bp. nut.omntically followed if a Goverrunent h;'H~

found it impossible to deliver nf\tional inputs on time. 'The qUf\lity,
Applopriatelless and timelinesli of arriVAl of internation~l project specialists
continuo too afton t'J be deficient, with much evidp.nce that. the United Nations
HyHI.l-'m iR now f innl1l:il"\lly uncompeti ti ve. Al ternot.i ve sources of int.ernationn 1
p.xpnrtiGe nnd back-stoppi'J ore inadequately explored. As regards national project
stnrfing, the system needs to become more flexible in approach and procedures to
look beyond the traditionolly aSliwned civil-Jervice sources for such personnel.

~l. There is a widespread demond [or more flexible, more individually tailored
trc:ining components in projects. Goverrunents also seek more in-country training,
which can reach more national~ needing upgrading. The system should be more
propnred to accept less senior people for training, and there is continued need [or
morp rll.tpntion to the tri'\inin~ of women.

/ ...
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~2. There i. a need for new approachel to maintaininljl lupport to in.titution.
alter project. are "terminated". There is a pronounced need for the system to pay
more attel&Llon to en.urinljl that developinljl country institution. know about an~ have
nee••• to it. unique capacitie. in research, data and .hared development experience.

23. The United Nations Iy.tem ~acel a major new challenljle to it. capacitie. and in
the help it ahould be able to organize for the numerous Government. of developing
countrieo that have .een their exiating, painfully built up capacitie. for
development aroded i~ the 1980' by structural adjustment.

Z4. The .ystem'. mandated role in technical co-operation among developinq
(!ountrie. i. not beinljl adequately fulfilled. Governments and other in.titution.
continue to lack u.able knowledljle ot other countries' needl and capacities, and
t.hey expre.. frustration over the vacuum in the.e re.pects in the .y.tem at country
level and at the continuing obstacles in rule. and procedures to employment of the
TCDC modality in United Nations-sy.tem supported projects, as allo thOle concerning
~roject procurement locally and from other developing,countries.

25. The adoption of "country prOljlrarnmel" by 80 many co-operation agenoi..
paradoxically make. more difficult the internalliation of external as.iltanee to
which all in the international community pledqe themselvel. The failure of the
c:oncept of the UNDP country proliJramme as a "frame ot reference" tor all operational
bctivlties affords a freah chance to return to original conceptI. The only~alid

and viab18 "country programme" 11 the national development plan (or other
formulation of strateljlY) of the country it.elf. The United Nations Iystem Ihould
move forthwith to adjust all allocation and programminljl cycle. to those of each
developing country and to proqran,m. the system'. assistance on a co-ordinated basis
jntegrally within the country's national plan. For external p\\rpo.ea thil could
become "country XX'I co-operation programme with the United Nations Iy.tem", as a
part of the national plan, the relevant R~ction8 of which could reflect individual
United Nations organizations' activities.

26. To assist developing countries in all programming, and greatly also to improve
the formulation of projects supported uy the United Nations system, there is a
widespread need for the system to enhance it. capacities for multidisciplinary
situation analysis and advice on the formul~tion of strategic development options.
Governments seek this "above and before project" assistance or partr.ership dialogue
from United Nations system of grant-funding organizations, but are seldom able to
obtain it at the quality, comprehensiveness and timeliness required. Part of the
reason is that delivery and other pressures have made operational activities, and
therefore United Nations-system capacities, heavily proje~t-driven.

27. Vigoroul expansion of national exe~ution of projects will relieve executing
agencies of project-level work and .hould facilitate their enhancement of their
capacitiel for luch lituation analyli, and option formulation. Much of the need
is, however, in pluri.ectoral and ay.temic area. (like environment), to which the
sectoral Itructure of the 'Yltem al conltrucced by Government. doe. not ealily lend
its,lf. Special initiativ•• will be needed to as.emble .u~h pluri.ectoral and
pluri-agency capacities.

I •••
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~H. A major obstacle to meeting ~ll these problems and challenges, as well as
thoae of country-Iovel co·-ordin~tion, is the Un! ted Nations systern' s tangl.d .....b ot
programme ~nd project !?o1101es and procedures, in most instences heavily
uvercentralized ~t headquarters or regional levela. While international
am:ountability and the maintenance of proCjJramme and project quality are ellSential,
_n~RAurea are urgently n.eded to decentralize authority in the system uniformly to
thfl country level, to simplify rule9 and procedure., and t~ harmonize them jointly
[or the entire system with those of each Government (improving the latter al
inclicated). It may be hoped that other sources o( external assistance will join in
this extremely important process.

29. The vital criterion for jUdging what co-ordination is newded in the Unit.d
Natil')lls system is not who needs to be co-ordinated, but what. When the "what" is
pruperly identified, Cailure of institutions to work together on it become. clearly
il18upportable. It i. the development interventions that the developing countries
need to make, and external support in those interventions, that need to be
c0-ordinated. All entities of the United Nations syst.m engaged in operational
t\ctlvitles should agree to a nwnber of common country-level policie. to bring this
about.

30. The reviews c:onf1!':'m, however, that m':lre official 0: legal "authority" for the
United Nations resident co-ordinator is no~ the answer. A new kind of high-calibre
multicllaciplinary United Nations system dt:velopment service team must be createdl
it must be relevant to each country's (orward priority development newds and headed
by the UnitAd Nations resident ~o-ordinator as the intellectual leader and animator
of a (flexible) team of professionals who can them~elves be designated leaders and
Clcl--orcllnators of the analytical, advisory elr.d programming wOI-k so ne.ded. Building
those team capacities will require sedous attention by the system to recruitment,
I:lAlfH~tion, training tmd retraining, and ongoing informational nourishment of all
country··level staff.

31. As envisaged in General Assembly resolution 32/1~7, a unified United Nations
syHtam structure in each developing country should now be established, headed by
thl1 reRident co-ordinator who is supported by these new teams. Existing
(~Olilltl'y-Ievel programme posts should be largely pooled to work jointly on the
priurity development thrusts and themes or the country and its co-operation
proqnunme with the Uni ted 4~at.ions system, not only on each source-agency' s projects.

32. These measures [or improved co-·ordination and coherence of the system at the
cnlllltry level must be [lrmly based on l'\ new kind of collective and colleqial
l~cldership. All organizations afe entitled to dem~nd that such co-ordination draw
UpDlI the best creativity they can provide, noL lead to submergence under a dulling
Anrt formalistic domination.

33. The Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-op.ration
should be provided with the necessary resources and appropriate iuter-aqency
ongoing consultation and backstoppinq machinery to enable close monltorinq and
adjuKtment of these reforms and improvements.
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34. Se.n aqainlt the re.ilience ot mal. poverty, th••• reformi are mode.t. They
~r. alao achievable, given only political will, uniform policy exprel.ion in
intel'goverrunental forwns, and creative leadership.

III. CONTEXTS or DEVELOPMENT AND CO-OPERATION

35. Th••,ven countri•• directly consulted by the review te3mS encompal8 a wide
sp~ctrum of charaoteri.ticl, development need., capacities and United
N~tion8-sYltem co-operatlon role ••

36. They encompals one i.land country (Jamaica), two land-locked countrie. (the
Niger add Uganda), three coa.tal countrie. (Colombia, Egypt a:ld Ethiopia), and one
SUb-continental country (India). Their baslc demographic, economic, and
development assistance characteristics !Ire refl.cted in the following table.

Official
aevelopment United Nations
a.. iltance .ystem grants

GNP (millionl of (million. of
PopUlation per capita __...u.s...~ilArJJ__ ._ .. US ..4011AU L

(million) (US dollars) 1986 1987 1986 1967

Colombia 29.1 1 240 153.5 78.1 12.5 10.0
Egypt 46.6 1580 1 717.8 1 766.3 30.7 36.1
Ethiopia 44.9 130 635.3 635.0 98.5 113.0
India 766.1 300 Z 123.8 1 852.0 U6.6 12Z.5
,Jamaica 2.4 940 177. 9 1159. Z 5.8 4.8
Niger 6.3 260 307.2 348.0 29.8 31.3
Uganda 16.0 260 198.0 276.0 35.3 41.1

l7. Three countries (Ethiopia, the Niger and Uganda) are designated
least-developed countries. United Nations system operational activities
co-operation with the.e countries has extended from about 28 y.ars (Jamaica, the
Niger and Uganda) to about 40 years (Colombia, Egypt, Ethiopia and India).

38. perceptions of what the role of the United Nations system should be are
remarkably &imi~dr, not only among officials and other authorities of the many
differ.nt countri,s and cultures, but among t~e donor representative, and United
Nations 'yltem staff serving thwre.

J9. The predominant perception is that of "partn.uhip". Thh wor4 wa' used with
special attribute. of C'lI)nf14enc. in the Unit.ed Nations ,y't.rn', "neutrality", itl
"impartiality" and a ,tron91y expect.d ab.ence of conditionality. The.,
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chflrActeristics are expected in sound advice that respects cultures and nationhl
(!A!'I'Hdties.

40. At a lar~er dimension, the United Nations system is expected always to be a
raliable and innov~tive associate with whom to search for new and better approaches
to difficult problems - but with due caution, not ephemeral enthusiasms. This
dlmension of the partnership, an intellectual one above actual operational
activities, is perceived as extremely important - one illuRtrative de.~ription of
Ulfl process occurring in several team notes was "brainstorming" the development.
problematicjue.

41. These expectations, and the confid~nce invested, are awesome. They should 
Blld for the most part do - engender both humility and deep commitment among all who
tltlrva in the system. They indicate the need for high-calibre mini'S in
high-quality, sensitive personaJities on the ground and the ability to call in such
minds trom outside when needed.

42. Every discussion about the United Natio.ls system at the country level also
reinrorceR the importance attached by developing countries to another dimension of
the partnership that is captured in one recurring word - "access". Developing
countries count upon the United Nations system to provide them with access to the
world's accumulated and constantly expanding knOWledge - the world of the wealthier
And better-endowed countries, and of other developing countries. The country-level
capacities of the United Nations system to act as the switchboards ot such access
Hrp, however, inadequately supported by headquarters for these functiona.

43. Perceptions of the content of development c~-operation needed from the system
naturally vary. In the least and leas developed countries it is, of course, more
bARic capacity-building of all kinds and active assistance with co-ordination. In
middlR-income countries the needs in capacity-building ~re more specialized and
then is greater emphasis on focus and programming dialogue - but from a system
that is no less expected to pt'ovide its reSOUI'ces in an already co-onHnated
mUlluer. Diversity and the greater flexibility it requires thus go hand in hand
with the expectation of coherence in the system itself.

44. Thp. reviews found much evidence of the search by developing countries for new
nppfoaches in face of the whirlwind of international communication and change and
cont.inuing adversities in the international economic environment.

45. Earlier predominant reliance on the central epparatus of Government is being
modified. It would, however, be wron9 to deduce any reduction of Governments'
Rense or responsibility for planneu and efficiently organized development or for
social well-being and equity. None the less, the search for devolution both of
nruninistration end of command over production can be found across the wide spectrum
of the countries visited.
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46. At the higher reache, of technological de/elopment this involve. challenge. to
the United Nation••ystem to a••i.t in the forging of productive linkage. between
the re.earch and development capacities that it hal helped to build and the
countries' industrie•• Yet devolution also produces .uch challenge. a8 helping in
municipalization - and using technology even here, for example, in the adaptation
of informatics for development administration at the district level.

47. In countrie. with less capacity for high technology a. yet, there is concern
that the Uuited Nation••ystem in particular - because of it. impartiality and
commercial neutrality - be capable of advising them how to stay abrea,t of thi.
fast-moving and con8tDntly diverlifying field with it. "new-generotion" package••0

quickly overtaken by more "new-qeneration" packaqe.. The hope is also widely
expressed that the United Nation. sy.tem will prove capable of puttinq institution8
trying to deel with the.e option. in touch with equivalent in.titutions in other
countries that may have gone through the nece••ary analyse. for the mo.t
eppropriat. technology .election, e.pecially other developing countrie••

48. Many authorities expressed the expectation that the United Nation••ystem
would now make itself intellectually and technically more open to the challenge to
help at the sub-national administrative, non-governmental and private-.ector level.
as well. A memb9r of a national planninq commission said that perhaps the next
major review of the UNOP country programme should be preceded by a
Government-United Nations symposium well outside the capital city and open to
local, includinq non-governmental, representatives.

C. ~~nl-for larning onl's way

49. A further notable theme across the spectrum of countries was, inevitably, the
more and more clearly exposed problem facinq developing countries of earning their
way within the world's total product and tra~e, even after surmounting their
present indebtedness.

50. There is, on the one hand, awareness of the rapid growth of even more strong
economic and trading communities in the north, building upon even greater
technological comparative advantage. On the other hand, there is awareness of
developing countries potentiallY finding too many of themselves trying for the same
categories of exports to the north, yet of the difficulties so far of achieving
both increasing and rationalized trading among themselves. No one luggests that
the United Nations system must be able to come up with the complete "answer" to
thO s immensely complex set of dilemmaS but, again, the call is for the highest
calibre, most disinterested and imaginative dialogue and "brainstorming" and, where
requested, dynamic assistance in strengthening cap~citie8 to tackle the.e
[ormidable challenges.
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O. AbsQlute ~oyerty

51. Amidst these, in themselves supremely taxing issues, both gov.rnmental and
non-governmental thinkers are more and more concerned over ~he irony of higher
national productivity - actual, or visible on the horizon - yet the ~er5istence of
entrenched poverty. Such poverty afflicts least-developed countries nationally,
but it persists within middle-income countries as well. Theee is "n increasing
awareness that earlier "models" for national development have beer! flawed and
mounting concern over the daily rural exodus that was only yes~erday advised to
developing countries as a positive sign of "progress". There is acute frustration
in less developed countries in see1ng structural adjustment erode whole elements of
the health, educational and social welfare infrastructure so p8inf~:IJ· built up.

52. Here again, the expectations vested in the United Nations syst~m ara onerous
indeed. These expectations are not of the system proffering some p~nacea for mass
absolute povertYl there is by no~ a healthy alertness against all ne~~ formulae.
It is, above all, an expectation that the United Nations be capable of mobi!izing
global concern over absolute poverty and of distilling and making ~vailaLle the
accumulated experience and insight into those comprehensive interventions against
it that offer the most promise.

53. The social component in development co-operation of the United Nations system
and the moral imperatives of mounting the attack on absolute poverty clearly need
far greater attention. The relegation of such concerns to under-c~pa~itated

departments and small units usually regarded by economics-trained secretariat
officials and governors as "on the soft side of development" is dramatically
exposed by such needs. There is an increasing need for enhanceu a~d co-ordinated
capacities, readily deployable through operational activities, in ~ll these
long-SUbmerged fields, including village-level stlf-financing and other forms of
community empowerment, women in development, self-mobilization of youth and
development support communication.

54. The United Nations system is expected greatly to enhance access to the working
experience of tackling the grim phenomenon of entrenched mass poverty where such
axpp.rience obviously above all resides - among the devaloping countries themselves.

IV. STRENGTHENING NATIONAL CAPACITIES

55. Help in strengthening national capacities has always been a hallmark of United
Nations system technical co-operation, and the review teams found further evidence
to reaffirm this basic record.

56. In paragraph 6 of its' esolution 42/196, the General Assembly e~phaBized the
role of the operational activities of the United Nations system in helping to build
national cap~citle. for the better design and management of countries' development
processes, and for their co-ordination of external assistance. The countries
visited by review teams represented the widest .pectr~~ of result~ of such work to
date, from well-established capacities to still weak on~9. It is, ~owever,
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important to note that even where a country ~ow b~~ highly sophisticated capacities
for design a~d management or its national development processes and for
f'o-ordination of international co-operation, the Government still places distinct
value on a partnership discourse with the United Nations system on design and
strategy options in addressing specific plur~sectoral needs. It was also evident
that continuing problems in the quality and effectiveness of United Nations system
C\ssistance in capacity-building are common ~crosl th& spectrum of the developing
l:ountr ies.

~7. Tt is perhaps insufficiently recognized that this is an imperfect art
~verywhere. It is not easy to deploy the riyht expertise and equipment, at the
light time, to match requirements even lnride a well-endowed ~ounlry. When the
inherent difficulties in such work are made international, with'United Nations
~ystem executing agencies facing a perennial flow of demands from up to 150
eountries and territorios needing the right kind of advisory and training skills of
the right origin for each country, within narrowly set project timetables, the fact
that problems persist in capacity-building is not surprising, as such. The reviews
have, however, found long-identified problems that reveal a continued inadequate
rosponse.

58. Many problems at the project level are, however, r&flections of greater
weaknesses at the pre-project levels of programming and of the prerequisites of
such programming in analysis and strategy formulation, policied and procedures,
~o-ordination and United Nations system country capacities and organization. This
report will first discuss the problems of ~trengthening and using national and
collective capacities in order to reach the pI'oblems existing at the pre-project
levels. To be forward looking, it is important to situate continuing project-level
problems within the transition to natior-al ("government") execution.

59. Governments in all countries visited expressed the wish to undertake more
execution of projects themselves or through quasi- or non-governmental national
1:1stitutions. This having been noted, however, various difficulties begin - all
having to do in one way or another with the long-established premise of using an
external executing agency, lack of a programme approach, insufficient
decentralization to the country level ann ot-her impediments in United Natiuns
Qystem rules and procedures. When Q Government states that it cannot take on more
national execution because it does not have the capacity to cope, no sweeping
conclusion should be reached. The reascn$ Bre all-important and dif.ferent, and
call for different -~sponses by the United Nations system. Three such scenarios
may be briefly noted.

00. In least and less developed countrieFl, thete may seem to be labsoJ.ute" limits
to installed capacity for national execution, but this does not mean that
Government would not welcome expanding this modality. There is virtually universal
conviction that national execution il cru~i~l to national capacity- aad
self-reliance building. ("Doing is learning" wal a phrl1le common in review teams I
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not.sa of what they heud about this.) Such GoverMlents aloe only saying that they
rAallstically cannot yet shoulder the entire work-load traditionally ~erformed by a
tln!tAd Nations system executing agancy. The reviews found clear need in these
lU6tnnces lor the new forms of collaboration already under inter-~gency discussion,
whAreby a United Nations system agency would assist the GoverMlent with whichever
requirements it and United Nations country staff could not handle in nationally
executed projects. These will vary per project, but there are strong indications
thnt the general new pattern will be need f)f agency help in providinq information
on sources of expertise, training and equipment (not their procurement) and on
periodic technical advice.

61. Neither GoverMlent nor country-level United Nations staff in least or less
developed countries evince dou~t about the answers to such questions as, "But would
you be able to handle the actual procurement?" or "Won't such national execution
t~ke much lonqer to implement?". They point ~ut ~hat present delays in procurem~nt

by various e~ecutjng agencies compare unfavourably with rates oe procurement from
tIle country level if source information, approval authority and adequate United
NAtions ba~kstopplng resources are available at that level. There i~ also
~onfidence thbt more ~ppropriate procurement for the couutry can be achieved, both
ill people (including often nationals) and in equipment. And there is some
impatience over such qu~stions, with the observation that even if national
execution does sometimes take more time, the greater capacity-strengthening benefit
is well worth it. Referring to the traditional assumption that "least developed"
simply means United Nations agency execution one oericial asked, "Do you not end up
dEl-responsibilhing us?"

6~. Governing bodies should clearly appreciate that in the transition, country
offJces may well need temporarily enhanced staff to provide country-level United
Nations agency backstopping. The best arrangement for this is obviously the
tE'lnporar} secondment, for trcdning purposes, of national staff. In this
conne<ltion, if project documents and budgetary rules more easily provided eor
training components in project management - not only the specific technical skills
relRted to the project's development intervention - capacity-building for national
execution could be accelerated.

63. The second scenario concernS those increasing numb~rs of developing countries
in which the capacity for national execution of given projects does exist, but not
.ill Government itself. It should be expected that, whether from structul-al
adjustment or from natural devolut-.ions oe initial state responsibilities, the
skilled people needed for project execution may increasingly be outside oe
government service. Review teams encountered much impatience over United Nations
syRtem rules concerning national project personnel that made it difficult to
arrange this type of national execution.

64. The third scenario where Government feels it cannot undertake more national
execution is, quite straightforwardly, because it judges it will be
counter-productive to put staff through the complexity of complying with present
United Nations system rules for ~uch execution. In one country, while the review
team was there the Government actually took this decision. Said one oCeicial, "The
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drain on our human resources, not in meeting the ~evelopment need but in meeting
the United Nations bureaucracy's demands, just makes it preferable I let the
United Nations go through its self-imposed agonies". This is a severe commentary
indeed. It is the very last obstacle that ought to be encountered in the expansion
of national project execution.

B. Project design

65. If the design of a capacity-building project is faulty, it has a cascading
effect upon all else in the e~terprise. Instances Btill occur of such poor design,
of all the familiar kinds - the "boUer-plate" project largely copied from another
in another country I the project too narrowly planned because, as one educationalist
ft!marleed, "Too often we have had to malee decisions not based on adequate facts".

6(,. The deficiency can take one or more of several forms (again by no means
limited to United Nations supported projects). Sometim3B a project has been
designed to create a new institution based on too limited an analysis of capacities
needed or upon one of the incessant waves of external "enthusiasms" that roll over
developing countries. The Government and the United Nations system sooner or later
fftce the question, what to do with the ne~ institution whose non-viability beqins
to be demonstrated in lack of demand and support for it. In other instances, an
existing institntion was to be strengthene~, but its vital linkages to assure use
of its skills and services have not been properly forecast. Since these flaws are
in turn usually the c~nsequences of inadequate pre-project analysis and
programming, they will be discussed under that heading later in this report.
Another weakness noted was that project formulation missions were often so short
that the design finally arriving back from a headquarters, instead of properly
worked through in the country, was accordingly superficial. It was remarked to
some teams that, behind these and many other problems was a fundamental one in the
tllndency of both the United Nations system and bilateral donors to "projectise" 
and there and then to externalize an intervention from its indigenous context and
realities.

C. project dyration

67. Many instances were cited of projects given wholly unrealistic timetables for
completion. There is really no adequate excuse for this, after so many years of
hard expprience that capacity-building does take time if it is to be done well and
to take root. The causes are numerous. There can be suspicion on the part of the
funding organization or someone in a Government keen to conserve its United Nations
allocations that an executing agency - or a self-interested consultant - may be
" f1 tretching to earn more". Equally, teams heard it suggested that agencies
sometimes prescribed short timetables to keep the project budget under the present
local approval authority ceiling and therefore away fr~m headquarters (an example
or the effect of inadequate decentralization). Like many charge. against the
agencies, the.e may be exaggerat~a, but it only takes a few plausible instances to
engender the doubt. All the a~cumulated indications, not only from the reviews but
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from many other contemporary reports and assessments, point to the need for
programme supervisors to reverse the prevailing quastion - ask not is the project
timetable too lengthy, ask instead, is it realistic, to achieve intended impact?

68. Another example of a long-standing "local project problem" whose real cause
may lie elsewhere concerns the actual timing of project start-ups. Not only
government officials, but country-level United Nations system staff llq well, urged
that it is pointlass and often severely counter-prOductive blindly t,· l~llow a
prescribed timetable and start up a project if needed national inputs (Luilding,
national staff etc.) are obvi~usly not going to be ready. It may remain desirable
to prescribe early delivery of these inputs in order to press indirectly involved
authorities to marshall them. However, once these inputs are patently going to be
delayed, starting up the project merely because the document so states (or in fear
oC headquarters cd ticism about "delivery") usually delivers more confusion than
development. The ostensible delay in national inputs is not infrequently becaus~

distant United Nations system approval of the project itself took so long that the
original national commitments had been dispersed elsewhere, or again, that in the
drive for projects as such, without proper situation analysis and programme
approach, those commitments were never going to be realistic.

69. There are still too many instances where the calibre of international project
parsonnel was jUdged inferior or inappropriate to the task in terms of actually
needed skills, or in attitudes and approaches. Remarks like "the United Nations
should brief its people that they come to work, not just 'advise"', or that too
often an international opecialist seems to concentrat~ on "building his own career
rather than the inAtitution", shOUld not ~tlll be he&rd at the end of the 1980s,
but review teams did hear them. These syna~omes are not limited to, but they are
felt especially inappropriate in, United Nations system supported projects, as iA
any "arrogance" from a United Nations international project specialist. There are
still instances of tenAion wherF. national project personnel are not provided th~

same basic facilities to do their work, alongside differences in living conditiolln.

70. Review teams ware also told on all sides that the United Nations system iR now
so uncompetitive financially that optimum international recruitment is often
affected and final recruitment in any case severely delayed. Best qualifieu
candidates try to renegot.iate the remuneration but finally turn down offf'rs, then
forcing further time-coLsuming resort to the second- or third-best tiers in the
rosters. This may also be one explanation of another common criticism, that
Government too often only receives one nomination, and that curricula vitae are
insufficient foundations for judgement of an international candidate. Lack or
performance reports on a candidate's previous project work is 81so criticized. It
waR urged that, at least for major projects, it would be worth the investment to
arrange actual interviews.
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71. The development process itself and improved perceptions about it call for more
and more imagInativeness and fl~xibility over sources of needed project expertise,
including through TCDC modalities. Greater effort was urged to identify
international specialists not continuously "in th·! market" but periodically
available during "sabbaticals" Cram l'elevant institutions, or along ti~lIJ lines or
U~DP's Standard Technical Assistance Agruements. Considerable interest was also
expressed in the UNDP TOKTEN (Transfer of knowledge through ex-patriot nationals)
~rogram:ne to attract from industrialized countries highly qualified nationals for
~rojoct services, especially in face of the increasing phenomeno~ of emigration and
brain drain, now aqgravated by structural adjustment.

'72. One government officl~l, witt experience himself inside the United Nations
system, urged that, instead of what he called the system's "ingrained tendency to
go for the inuividual expert", far more attention shOuld be given to the many
networks of inter~ational professional associatiohs that nowadays conduct their uwn
studies and sharing of practical experience, Rnd that could often ~lroviue projects
with A far wider foundation ~f rel~vant exper~ence and advice on a recurring basis
(La. an extension OL t.he concept of "twinnin~" with a single overse!.s institution).

73. The persl~tent difficulties in obtaining appropriate and timely international
project specialists are prompting more and more impatience over what are viewed as
unne~essary bureaucratic obstacles to the hiring of available national personnel
instead. Review teams in some countries were told that, for the base pay oC an
international specialist (that is, eliminating such costs as i7stallation, home
leave etc: ), the Government would have .10 difficulty in finding fully as qualified
a specialJst in the country if United Nationo rules allowed this. Above all, one
(~ountry-level United Nations officer said, liThe worst impact on the image and
,~redibil\ty of the United Nations system in a country is when Government accepts
.~ll the argWllents against national execution - and then an agenc~' sends in 3.nferior
inputs after long delays".

G. National staffing

74. Yet ag~in, however, it seems clear that the many earlier reports about
difCiculties in finding adequate national staff for projects in traditional ways
have not been SUfficiently heeded. Two traditional assumptions, in partiCUlar,
~ep.m to need much wider examination.

75. The fint such assWllption is that such project personnel should come from
within Government. In many instances they are either not to be found there because
of the geLJral under-capacitation of less-developed countri~s or, in bettor endowed
countries, cannot be found as readily within the civil service as they could
outside it. Less timidity about proposing to seek project personnel outside
Gover.nment, and ,Tlore flexible rules and procedures to enable recruitment "'rom
non-governmental Dources could reduce this frequent cause of under-supported
projects. It was also urged that the United Nations system woulfl find Gov~' nment.s
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well-dis~osed to proposals that it work with national professional and commercial
assoc:iations, both as alternative sources of expertise a'1' as vl1luable •.dvisers on
mARns of meshing a project's outputs with the local economy.

'76. A second persistent assumption among United Nations system drafters of
'project~ is that all specialized skills must be provided for a project full-time by
nationals of the country. Sometimes this is indeed desirable, but if proper
investigation discloses that it is simply not going to be possible, ~here is little
polnt in insisting upon it and, meanwhile, leaving the project bereft of even
p~rt-time skilled professional support. In one country there were seven ongoing
pro;ects (four with United Natiuns system support and three with bilateral support)
all demanding full-time hydrologists, of which there were simply not such numbers
in the country, and which were not in any case needed full-time. A water-resources
specialist of the country ruefully suggested that better situation analysis and a
programme approach would have enabled the seven projects to share the available
lIat.lonel hydrological support tind achieve greater cohesion in other respects as
Wf1 l 1 •

11. A (urther observation from the reviews concerns the inadequacy of either
governmental or United Nations system "tracking" of skills already acquired,
especially in still under-capacitated countries. This is particularly ironic when
new projects supported by the United Nations system cannot find needed national
expertise, yet those very skills werA acquired through fellowships in earlier
project~ by nationals whose present ~hereabouts is unknown. It is, of course,
difficult to "track" individuals who do not join or do not remain in gov,u:nment
sorvice but the need is so paramount amid scarce human res~urces that the building
and maintenance of data banks of both needs and available skills should surely be a
concern or the system and of national technical co-operation needs assessments.

78. The review teams found considerable concern within Goverrunent and among United
NRtions system country staff that training in capacity-strengthening activities
should be more individually tailored to identified skills-upgrading needs. More
individualized care is required in finding the most suitable training courses
~broad, possibly in more than ene overseas institution, or more combined formal
course-training with study and observation visits to relevant institutions. This,
in turn, means less prescription from headquarters an~ more at the country level.

1Y. The problem is not limited to training in higher technologies or to countrie6
with streng installed capacities. Indeed, the need to provide the most fine-l:.unecl.
training for national personnel is the more vital where each such person is an
e6pecially valUAble source of scarce skills. It wou~d seem that the smaller
executing agencies are generally better at providing such closely tailored
trRining, but the needs are jU&t as great in the other sectors.

80. Two other familiar problems evidently not yet adequately addressed concern the
level and gender of people selected Cor tr~ining fellowships. The traditional
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tendency has been to send senior personnel, but in many cas•• their very seniority
makes them liable to promotion out of the project institution (or to their finding
a job elsewhere). Review teams heard requests for more training of rising, junior
staff. A continued lack of attention to the candidature of women - who may also be
more junior, or who.e advancement may particularly depend upon skills upgrading 
was also found in most countries.

81. There is also a pronounced wish for more in-country trai~'.lg, again regardless
of the level of national capacitie.. Government outhoritie. ~I()inted out that
in-country training oan reaoh more personnel per inveltment and can be more
culture-Ien.itive. In-country training can allo cover the frequent probl~m that,
while a specialist ne.ds full upgrading in hi. or her .kill, the su~ervi.or or
manager needs at least a general orientation in that .ki~l, but can seldom qet this
within the limit. of traditional over.eas fellowship provilionl in projects.

I. Post-project follow-up

82. Anothet area still inadequately addressed concerns what happens after a United
Nations sy.t"m supported project formally "end.". Except when there is a further
actual project pha.e, there is a persistent tendency in all international
development co-operation, bilateral no less than United Nations multilatftral, to
"clol'le the books" on each project and move on to new endeavours. Yet post-project
support will oHln be the crucial, "make or break" factor in consolidating real
roots of self-reliance or en.uring that the project investment builds real growlh.

83. At least two kinds of seriously needed post-project support were confirme~.in

reviews. The first is for continuing, recurring advisory and experience-sharing
links with foreign instit\\tions (or individual consultants) that have been involved
in a projeeL - but for. wnich funding provision is often not made because
traditionally when pro;ects "terminate" they terminate in all respects. The
aSHumption that the Government can automatically finance any such further needs
seldom has any foundation. The amounts required may not be large, but they will be
in SCBree foreign exchange, and United NationR system organizations still seldom
enable this kind of post-project help.

84. The second major type of post-project need is in 8 continued flow of the
international technical information that has been coming into the country's
inBtitution through a project. Here again il pointed irony - that a project may
lift a national institution onto a new plane of ongoing access to knowledge in 8
given development area, but then abruptly leaves the institution and its personnel
bereft of such information flows because "the project has ended". The nleds of
such continued information linkage range from the inAbility of the national
personnel trained in projects to continue updating their knowledge at Jnternational
meatings, to the entire field of electronic 8cce.s to global information networks
that is now pO.lible but that is unlikely to happen unlels provi~ed for.
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R5. Much more also needs to be done to inform national development institutions
about the data banks, ongoing research work and the now improving information
systems on development experience that exist within the United Nations syst~m.

This is aurely a form of operational development co-operation - and oft'en might
result in mora of a programme approach through national staff having be~ter

backgrounding in a given development problem. Even national directors o! United
.Nations agency-executed projects may never be familiarized with the agency's global
headquartersl one review tearn meeting with 28 such national directors discovered
that only 4 had visited the headquarters (one of these only at his own expense).
United Natione country-level staff are hard-pressed at present even to transmit to
the right people such documentation on these capacitieA as they receive from United
Nations system organhations. Problems of wront! languages in such documentation
persist. An entire area needs serious attention. that of making the system's very
extensive capacities of such kind "user-friendly" and of assistance from
headquarters t~ country-level staff to enable them to design the best means of
access for national institutions. It is another reflection of the extent to which
the system, like the rest of the international development community, has become
dominated and driven by "projects".

86. Alongside highly positive achievements and long-standing problems in
capacity-building, there is a new and profoundly disturbing phenomenon - the
destruction of national capacities so painstakingly and painfully installed over
many years, by the hurricane-like effect of structural adjustment in the 1980s.
Jamaica's civil service, for example, has been cut by over 30 per cent. The common
observation is that the pUblic payrolls in developing countries may indeed have
be~ome swollen (due to a variety of causes, by no means only the easily-alleged
"poor management"), but that structural adjustment prograMmes have demanded such
rapidity as to make strategic reductions impossible. In too many instances, the
furthest removed and least self-defensible, the "front-line" cadres of extension,
hp.nlth, education and social welfare, have been the first to go, with disastrous
l~OJH,eq\.lences on both productive and social services. Governments are facing
entirely new challenges in all countries that have experienced these Draconian
ClltS. In addition, of course, there are such plights as that of Uganda, whose
civil service was dpvastated by civil war and exile.

87. These challenges may, perhaps, be briefly summarized. How to rebuild the
civil services in such a way as to exploit the opportunity that the crisis offers?
How to identiCy what capacities perhaps need not be restored directly within line
government starfing, but rebuilt or enhanced in ~ther institutions? Does the
crisis of civil-service reduction offer an opportunity to decentralize more
authority to provincial and district levels? Can advantage be taken of the
coincidence that these reductions have occurred JUBt al informatics technology
becomes economically f.easible (or developing countries, with possible real savings
in future staff requirements? Running through all such questions, how to rebuild
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tllU necessary services at salary levels that are at once economically feasible and
attractive enough to overcome the severe damage by frozen (and devalued) wages to
the very image of gov"nunent service as a tenable career?

88. There is no accumulated experience of this phenomenon, not even in
illduYtrialized countri8s, because such civil-s~rvice reductions as have taken place
~nong them have usually been mo~e orderly, phased processes of reform. The
!(lreqoing cursory summary will indicate the extraordinary mix of Cactors that must
now be taken into account by so many Governments of developing countries. They
l00k especially to the United Nations system for impartial, unconditional advice
and strategic options analysis. It would seem that the Iyatem Ihould ••pecially
gear itself, through a strong inter-disciplinary task force drawing on the wisest
brains around the world, to develop a set of analytical and planning tools for
those complex exercises and to identify high-calibre advisory teams to help in this
supremely ironic new kind or capacity strengthening.

L. .Welusignl

89. AM has been emphasized in the introduction to this report, its concentration
on problems must not lead the reader to conclude that there are no bright features
in the work of the United Nations system at country level. The review teams found
ample evidence of project work justifying the cvt\fidence in the system which senior
government officials in all countries expressed. The problems ventilated here are
by no means exclusive to the United N~tions system. It g08. without saying that
the partnership also requires firm commitment and strong motivation among all
notional associates. There is, however, a widespread expectation that the United
Nations system, precisely because it is "the United Nations", can do better than it
b doing, or than others are doing.

ll(). The many pol icy and proceclural eli r f leul Ues found
will be addressed in a special section of this report.
however, is that the entire concept and construct of a
re-examined in a forthright and innovative way to open
allow but positively provide for the many neglected or
identif ied.

in project-level operations
The overall conclusion,

"project" needs to be
up dimensions and not merely
prohibited facilities

91. A first perceptual key to this renovation is surely that development is 8

process, whose real parameters are often artificially constricted by
"projectizetion" into a set of narrow material inputs wrapped up in a document and
"t.ex·minating" on an inexorable timetable. It is a process that must address a
carefully analysed set of needs with resources that must be very largely endogenous
(wlth the balance to be loc~lly prescribed) I a process that must mer98 into a
larger, already analysed framework of economic and social actvnncement. The
enabling instruments for this process are a plan and a pro9rammf, which may then
have clusters of related interventions that can be called projects. Projects by
thftmselves are all too often artificial, es~ontially alien, and therefore lose
thair motive force when their external resources end.
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92. A second perceptual approach is surely now to turn around the whole question
of "execution" and of the role of the capac! ties of developing countries. This
would involve the following b~sic premisesl

(n) What should have to be justified in every case is not national, but
external agency executionl

(b) The use of the capacities of developing countries is what strengthens
t.hRIn;

(c) The United Nations system must adopt imaginative, flexible, and
dacontralized means of ~ompleting the transition to national executionl

(d) In these changes, the bRst qualities of the United Nations agencies that
hAve tliatorically h~d execution roles can be enhanced and released for a new
generation of Rervice.

V. USE OF COLLECTIVE CAPACITIES

{13. The review teams found keen interest in technical co-operation among
developing countries (TCDC), but varying degrees of frustration with help from the
"nited Nations system in it. The teamR travelled with copies of the just-issued
report of the DIrector-GenerAl for Development and International Economic
Co-operation Cor the triennial policy review. Although it had not yet been read by
l.hOfJ9 interviewed, theit, views on TCDC very closely matched the report I s assessment
of continuing problems in the system's ability to help developing countries use
theIr collective capacities. It is therefore not necessary to elaborate these
(llId11196 in any extensive way.

94. In lip,lds or gEu.:oplng technological advances where the options becoming
nVRilRble are more and more complex, authorities expressed an impatience to be able
1.0 know which other developing countries might. have started or even have completed,
crucial assessments or adaptations more suitable to developing country conditions
i'WeI needs. In Rome instancel':, inst. i tutlons now equipped wi th successfully adapted
I.fH:hnologies evinced keen in\:.erest to be ahle to share their work, whether in
flO] icli1rity or for Cuture commercic'Il purposes. The range of interest here among the
countries visited was wide, from electronics and informatics t.o seed and tuber
bio -technologies, and both in terms or research and development an~ commercial
t'lKIJoL·ience.

95. The ever more pronounced confrontation with entrenched rural poverty is also
prompting increased interest in TCDC. A new generation o[ development planners and
resear~hers is naturally asking whether there is not more appropriate experience in
other developing countries with this unyielding problem that th~y have inherited.
Saine teams were told of keEin int.erARt in learning o! experience in specific: areas
within the overall phenomenon o£ abHolute poverty, such as community
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self-mobilization for development, rural non-farm income generation, the
~mp)werm.nt of rural women, and harnessing the restive energies of youth migrating
into cities and towns or before they do so.

96. In most countries bllateral TCDC exchanges have been undertaken or are being
attempted, in some, multilateral exchanges have taken place through regional and
subregional machinery. The consistent message heard, however, was one of varying
Itegrees of disappointment with the United Nations system, for the reasons cited in
the Director-Oeneral's report. Tlle United Nations system's intrinsic global
network must provide developing countries with more access to knowledge of each
other's development experiences in general and ensure adequate opportunity to use
other developing countries' capacities in actual projects.

97. It was generally acknowledged that country-level offices and staff of the
United Nations system were open to the concept of TCDC, but were themselves unable
to offer sufficient help with either the project dimension or general access to
experiences in thQ field. As regards the project dimension, all of the familiar
technical causes were evident - the complexity of procedures for TCDC modalities,
t.he continued prevailing "mind .et" in project formulators of inputs coming from
industrialized countries and the pressure to finalize and launch projects that
leaves no time for exploration of TCDC possibilities from the cO'Antry level. After
all this, however, and for both potential dimensions of TCDC, there was again and
again evidence of the root problem of lack of adequate information.

98. This was ~ primary finding in the Director-Oeneral's report on TCDC. It is
enough here to emphasize that it is essential for national institutions and
country-level United Nations system staff to have efficient access to information
about the qualities and not just the existence, the previous operating experience
and not just the name and address, of sources of development capacity in other
developing countries.

99. Above projects (but very likely then c~ntributin9 to their bette~ design and
input-content), the provision of ongoing, qualitative information about development
experience across the world should be regarded as a standard part of the service of
the United Nations development co-operation system. The sense that it is the
United Nations that, uniquely, should act as the world's "switchboard" in such
information was found in many quarters.

B. Prpcurem.nt

100. As regards procurement, review teams also found confirmation of the recent
study prepared for the triennial policy review. There is continued frustration
that comprehenaiv. information on equipment that may b. available in other
developing countries is not more readily available through the United Nationa
system. Wherl attitudinal barriers exist they will not be overcome without luch
information. The Technological Pilot Information System (TIPS) can playa key role
in this, 8. in broader information on technical co-operation among developing
countri.s.
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101. There is no less concern that the system enable greater opportunity for local
procurement. More can be done to build local capacities for the production of
standard bulk equipment and supplies needed, for example, in health and education.

102. It is self-evident that if information is one crucial requirement for qreatAr
use by developing countries of their COllective and local capacities,
decentraljzation and national execution will complete the needed enabling
environment.

VI. PROGRAMMING

103. The reviews took place ~t a moment of some hiatus in the evolution of
programming in operational activities by the United Nations syatem. The last major
attempt by the Generftl Assembly (in resolution 32/197) to make such programming
more coherent - the urged use of the UNDP country programme as a "frame of
reference" for all operational activities of the system in a country - had not
worked. In paragraph 15 of its resolution 42/196, the Assembly had requested the
Director-General, in consultation with the Administrator of UNOP, to asaesa the
constraints on this formula and to report in 1989 on "a wider, more effective
process".

104. The reviews only confirm the failure of the "frame of referencd" proposal.
The reason~ found in the countries Visited were a mix of those reported from the
1987 case studies (see A/42/326/Add.l-E/1987/82/add.1, annex (The "Jansson
report"), paras. 21-22), and those summarized by Mr. Mahajan in his report on
programming, which has been circulated as technical papet 5. There is no need to
take space to repeat them here, only per~aps to note a kind of ricochet effect in
all this. Specialized agencies that have been unable to make adequate use of
regular budget funds to maintbin programming advisory capacities have been less
able to provide UNDP with such assistance for its country programming, making
incorporation of their own country activities in such programming less likely.
Concern that the incessant drive for projects may result in pressure on the country
programming procesG from executing agencies has made their participation less
likely again. To adapt Mr. Mahojan's pertinent descriptor, the result has been
"alienat.ion" - both of programming and of people at the country level.

105. It is esaential, however, to emphasize the role of sep~rately constructe~ and
instructed programming procedures within t~e United Nations system as a wider
constraint against greater coherence. The review teams sensed from all quarters 
from government officials and United Nations system staff on the ground - 8 keen
appreciation of the advantagvs of more coherent programming, but an inability to
advance without changes in cycles and other procedures that could only come from
headquarters levels.
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B. Iha aXp,[~anCe Qf the ~~t CQn.~~tatiVI Qrgup on fQliC~

106. The Qther innQvatiQn attempted in recent years has been jQJnt Qr cQllabQrative
prognunming under the auspices Qf the JQint Consultative Group on PQlicy (JCGP),
comprising UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF, WFP and more recently IFAD. In April 1989,
eXAcutive heads of the Group sent a joint letter to their respective cQuntry
representatives, which highlighted substantive areas that might be reviewed
to~ether at country level, 8S appropt'iate to each cQuntry. The review teams were
asked to meet with the lQcal JCGP-membftrshl~ staff and ascertain lQcal experience
in this approach of the several funding orgar.{z~tions to mQre cQhesive programming
in the system.

107. That letter had not, Qf course, been long in their handa when the review teams
mpt with the lQcal grQup members. In some countries meetings on the letl~r had
already been held and first steps taken either to identify a few substantive issues
on the JCGP list (e.g. environment, women in development, or to have a working
group do so.

lO~. The review teams Qbtained some interesting cQuntry-level reactions to the
ovarall "JCGP concept". In a way, the topic was Qne "litmus test" Qf many major
iSiiues invQlving the ~ntire system. The views expressed, amQng which are the
following, reflect the generally gQQd sp~rit amQng staff at the country level
delipite the obstacles to better wQrk that they perceive cQming from the various
levelsl

(a) Achievements from any sustained joint programme effort among all the JCGP
funds would only be possible if the specific cQuntry needs, the wishes Qf the
Government, the five funds' allocatiQn timings and the special political will to
ov,~rcome prQcedural Qbstacles, inclUding widely disparate degrees Qf local
authQrity, all happened tQ coincide. There was, it was remarked in one meeting,
lit:tle use in JCGP heads issuing pronouncements from their headquarters if they did
nothing to eliminate these Qbstacles.

(b) CQncern was expressed in SQme countries as tQ whether Governments might
vil~w JCGP initiativ9s as SQme sort Qf "pressure group". It was also nQt easy tQ
sel! how to approach a Government "Qn a JCGP basis", given that member organizations
of JCGP had different standard linkage-pQints within Government.

(c) Local grQup members found it easier to identify jQint wQrk on projects
aml)ng two JCGP membeu (e.9., UNICEF with WFP, or UNDP with WFP, or UNFPA with
UNICEF), but these tended tQ be cQllaborations that pre-dated JCGP, such as UNICEF
:;chQol nutritiQn education with WFP schQol feeding.

(d) The JCGP initiative Qn the social impact of structural adjustment had,
however, been very useful in a number Qf the countrie.. There was not much
knowledge Qt the inter-headquarters JCGP working groups (e.9., that on women in
development) •
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(e) Harmonization of procedures is on the working agenda of the JCGP. This
met with a good deal of scepticism at the country level, on a note of "Yes, we'll
believe that when we see it". It was also asked, why go through elaborate efforts
to harmonize procedures amonq only five elements of the United Nations system?

(f) On information exchange, all concerned agreed that this would be a major
step rorward towards coherence. In some JCGP meetings, however, it was strenuously
pointed out that it was all very well for headquarters to issue such urging, but
"You have to have staff to digest shared information before you can even know
whether and if so how to use it for joint programming, and we are not given such
starr".

(g) The organizational agenda of JCGP was also discussed, including common
premises and shared facilities. Some effor.t is under way to advance on this issue,
but it was remarked to one review team that "a common roof here will not enable
unified programming unless people under headquarters roofs start agreeing with each
other to that as well".

(h) Significantly, some perplexity was expressed about the very composition
oC JCGP. It was pointed out that, if the General Assembly was asking for more
system-wide coherence, one sure way of provoking loc~l resentment among non-JCGP
agencies and thus less "system-wide" co-operation on the ground would be for this
"exclusionary grouJ:l" to be seen to be sharing information and meetinq and acting
jointly but separately from the rest of the system in the country. In another
meeting it was asked, on what possiblu grounds could WHO be excluded if one of the
JCGP substantive issues was the health/nutrition nexus, and FAO if another was
rurnl poverty? In another country, United Nations fund staff said that the
e:<cluliion was deliberate, to avoid "executing agency pressure" on their attempts at
local joint programming.

10Q, Those rather mixed reactions to the JCGP construct notwithstanding, most staff
are ready to welcome any sign "that even part of the system up there is getting its
Ret together at last, provided they allow us to do so here as well". There was,
perhaps, equal support for more locally generated joint groupings, with much
observation that a great doal depended upon the personalities who were on the
grolllltl from the different parts of the system at anyone time.

110. The review teams also held meetings with the entire available r~presentation

or the United Nations system in each country. The very fact that one system-wide
m~lp.t.ing and one "exclusivist" meeting were thus arranged was perhaps symptomatic of
the current disjunctures in the system's operational activities.

C. fIQgramming An~ globol goali

l~l. Review teams were asked to discuss the place in country-level proqramming of
the global goals, plans of action and strategies promUlgated by the United Nations
syatem. The sensitivities in this question were quite well illuminated in the
discussions.
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112. ~here was general agreement that the global theme. and goals adopted by the
Gentiral Assembly and other forums of th8 system were valuable in raising awareness
of such problems and factors. However, each such theme could acquire its validity
only as it. particular application had been found to make lenae in and for an
individual developing country. Environmental damage is perhaps a prime case in
point. In the early years after the 1972 Stockholm United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment there had been some resiatance becaule the subject seemed to
huve a heavy industrial bias. Environmental damage in terms of deforestation, the
pressure of popUlation on fuelwood and wa~·r resources or salination of soils under
dangerous "high-tech" agriculture have b~ JW given strong validity to this theme.

113. It se.ms obvious that the goals most quickly accepted as valid for developing
countries are those whose importance was already well-perceived in them. ~he

United Nations Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade is an outstanding
instance and one on which there has usually be.n excellent country-level joint
effort by the United Nations system, and with other donor sources. On the other
h~nd, there is considerable caution, even scepticism, that some of these themes ~~n

become generalized "donor enthusiasms" capable of distorting national development
priorities or advt~ced by well-meaning international missions that lack sensitivity
to how such goals can be advauced in a given country's cultural, sociological,
economic and other contexts.

114. Although many global goals, such as concern for environmental problems,
efforts to encourage private sector development or to strengthen non-governmen~al

organizations for more efficient programme implementation, are importaht policy
preoccupations in the Unit.d Nations system, there often seems to be a certain
distortion in the perception of these priorities by national officials once they
ale translated into projects. ~hese issues are often artificially inserted into
programme documents without proper perspective. They tend to annoy or antagonize
national programme officials rather than fit rationally into the national
dpvelopment strategy. The manner in which such themes are conveyed into the
reality of programming is of capital imrortance in order to malntain the proper
focus which they deserve.

115. United Nations system staff at the country level are aware of their very
considerable responsibility as interlocutors regarding global goals, but do not see
commensurate support reaching them for this role. ~hey point out that some themes
"l:\rrive" in the form of instructions to enter into dialogue with a Government on
their application, but with no extra resources to make this credible. Others
arrive without even guidelines. Action to "launch" such themes is likely to prompt
a respon~e from a Government requiring more time-consuming activity by units
already very hard pressed by daily project-level work and headquarters admonitions
thereon.

1 '~. It was also pointed out that i~tegrating these goals into such programming as
greed require. orientation and even training of both government planning

d Nations system staff in the country. UNleEr devotes resources to this,
bUL ~ .ral1y the deficiency is notable. It calls for more than an "awareness
seminar". While this may result in the inclusion of a global theme in a national
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development plan, in under-~apacitat~dcountries neither Government nor the United
Nations staff on the ground m~v have the capacities for situation analysis and
strategy formulation to translat~ ~ne theme into sustainable programming integrated
ill nat.ional development.

117. Although the varions orgl'\nizations are persisting in their erforts to
"permeate ll their headquarters programme state with these global themes, most
country-level staff of the system ~till find it difficult to get their headquarters
to help with programming them. Theme units themselves do not have sufficient starr
to help at country level. Outside consultants seldom receive adequate briefing on
these themes, yet are often responsible for formulating projects that should
incorporate their objftctives.

118. Inevitably, some in goverr~ent form the impression from this lack of concrete
~upport Crom the system Cor global themes that they are "another drlnor diversion"
[rom some of the basic, North-South structural issues.

119. Another problem noted is that the capacities concerning global themes that do
exist in the system - at least basic information and relevant til'periance in their
application - are not made known to those in c€veloping countries who need end
eould use them or are inappropriately offered. An agricultural planning officer
expressed frustration over an international seminar dealing with women, which she
found was "all talk about legal problems, t.he Northern feminlst agenda. What I
need is to learn how people in other cDuntrias are tackling our type of problem,
which is upgrading the farming and other income-generating skills of women who are
often the single heads of our rural households".

120. To report these viows about United Nations system global goals may impart a
50mbre picture but they were offered by people at country level - Government,
United Nations system, bilateral - who CUlly accepted the importance of such themes
and goals, but were experiencing frustration in doing more, in practical
development terms, about them. The programming issues involved may se"m "special",
beCAuse the global themes and plans of action have been promulgated as special. In
r~ality, however, these problems are part of the larger serious challenge of
('0 ··0 rel i llC\. t.ed, mu 1tid l. sc ipl i riC\. ry prognvnmi ng fo r deve 1opment.

D. Odgi os .Qf 12 [.Q.g.rammi llg.. Rr..o.b.l.ern.s

121. Although it has long beoi. standard language in the international development
community to speak of programming external assistance within the Government's
national development eefort, the gap between external programming and the national
development plan has, ie anything, widened rather than narrowed. CAused by
perceptual difficulties, this situation has in turn led to further perceptual
difCiculties, in turn reinforcing the gap.

122. Many years ago, development people began ~o realize that merely raising
projects addressed to the most easily identifiable development needs was not
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qenerating self-reliance. Very rightly, the concept of a "programme approach"
(rather than project-by-project) was born. Before long the idea emerged of a
"countl'Y programming process". This, however, led to a demand to see the result of
t';llch U pl'ocess in packaged and accountability terms. Before long, what the
original advocates intended to be an Rnalytical and planning process for external
ilssistance within national development planning became a donor instrument and
clocument - the "country programme".

123. There has been ever-increasing adoption by donor sources - of the United
NC\tions system and others - of their own "country programme". Review teams were
told that a great deal of time has to be spent by both GOvernment and ext~rnal

r,t~ff, ~eparately and with each other, over these ~rogrammes and the doc\~ents

preseuttng them, even when the financial volume of assistance involved in each such
"country programme" would be a fraction of the country's total development
investment. Government officials expressed dismay over the divflrsion oC so much
~tnrf energy and time into negotiating what can n~wadays easily aggregate to over a
clo2:en such separate country programmes in a few years (all then lending to labours
over many times that number of projects under each such country programme).

124. The existence of each such separate country programme - bearing the name of
the United Nations organ or bilateral partne. - then prompts donor supervisors and
c:I(/vernors to seek "coherence" and "imp2\ct:" in that programme, almost as though it
were itself the national development plan of a country. Governments try to poi.nt
out that the real test is whether there is coherence with their total plan, and
whnt impact the e~ternal ih~uts would have on development in a given sector as a
whole.

125. The formula in General 1\ssembly resolution 32/197 for greater co·ordination
nnd cohesion for the United Nations system's ~perational activities - that the UNDP
country proc;rramme should become the "frame of reference" for all other activities
in a country - was a compromise away from what was and still is needed. Th~ "[rama
of reference" reflected refusals to integrate country-level funds of the United
Nations system within a single programme. The idea of. using t.he UNDP country
progct nme at all, however, had itself been one step back from the real programming
need - UT'l1ted Nations system prograrr'ming, synchronous and integral wi th nAtiolli'\J
cycle planning.

126. The compromise formula thus three times ovar evad~1 the fundamental conr.ept
uriginally laid down for United Nations system resourc~s. The effort to mako tilLs
co.npromise formula work further diverted everyone's attention for another decade
Cram th~ primordial proposition - that there can be only one valid and vi6ble
"country programme" in a developing country, and it is that. of the coun'Cry itself,
namely its own national development ?lan (or equivalent). External assistance
"hould oe planned within that national "country programming" exercise. 1\nything
else is in one degree or another weakening not str~ngthening national capacity,
externalizing not internalizing it.

127. If a country's national multi-year cycle for investments of resources in the
various sectors is perceived as a grid on a computer screen, an effective -
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t neluding synchronous - programming of the country's external assistance will be
dot.s or bars strategically placed in that grid to complete it, the dots or barR
denoting the size of the inputs needed in different sectors or areas.

128 •• f external resource allocations and programming cycles are not synchronous
with those of the country, then the grid will have weak patches in it upon the
launching of the national plan. Attempts to add external input. whenever confirmed
donor cycle-allocations arrive will, as often as not, create major disturbances on
i to To providE' the "counterpart" resources that each async!; t'C',10US donor dflmands,
the country's already pla"""ecl dcm... stic investments of peopl~, ':Ioney and materials
will have to be readjusted and otten diverted from on90in~ develQpment
Interventions, if they are not, the Government runs the risk that the donor will
not. provide funds. In Bddition, "projects" are otten generated under vague claims
t1wt they "Cit" national priorities but without the real test of a programme
upproAch.

12Q. In these conditionR, by the end oC the country's national development cycle
the "computer sCI'een" o( its (and everyone else's) efforts is pocked with illogical
hieroglyphics - (ar mure than (rom the country's own internal difficulties and
manngement weaknesses, which are usualJy quite enough for it to cope with.

130. In i.I (ully integnlted and synchronized national country pro\1ramme of external
i]ssi stance, each individual donor's contribution is not, or cours\'9, so "visible" 1
t.ho computer can be made to rt'int out each donor's assistance, bUI~ it will appeal'
AS isolated dots or bars on an otherwise blank sheet of paper. The "coherence"
(ond t.ht:l "i(lpA.~t,") of the assistnnel'! is within the country's total plahned
development effort - it will not show itself if separately printed-out. Equally,
if nn At.tempt is mAde to "~oncent.rAtp" t.hat assistance for external purposes.- (or
ElKrunple, (or external public--relntions, the resource inputs will be in the wrong
pIHl'PH on thl'! t.ot.i'd gr.id of t.he ~o\lnt.ry's national development plan. Isolated dot.s
or bnn; may look like "scAtterizntion" o( the donor's resources, but the only vaUd
te:;tR regarding sCAtterizAtion are whether the smaller - because spread wider 
invent.mont.s are strRtegic in the ~ountry's plan and programmes and are designed to
bp. e[ fectivE! therein. T( the Govenunent. knew the fOI'ward external resources it
1:011\(1 :tnticipi\t.e it would, of COUrflf'!, be in a better position to seek greater
illl(-'ilcl. in cI)lll:entration on st.rt-ltegic ueeds.

Lll. In liynchronous programming, (or needed "visibility" the effect of the preseut
Hel'iHrlt..f! cuunt.ry pi ogn\lnrne clllclUnenl. cuuld still be obtailled - but in a corollary
document. Rpperlring with thp. r:ount.ry',; M:lt.ional dtlvAlopml"nt plan. In the case of
the tJnitv.: Nations system, this could contain all inp\lt-.f, of the system. The
dUl:Wnllnt (or external purposes could be enti tIed "Country XY I ~ Uni teJ Nations
RyHtmn co-opere'tion programma, lY9 to 199 ", and (;·ach entity of the system could
have its O\'In section thet"eill. The doclunent could begin with the kind or "country
Atiltement" descdbec1 by the Dhec:tor-Genel'al (A/44/ 324 -E/1989/106, annex,
pr'lrflB. 224-22Q) and cunently undet' study by the ACe Consultative Committee on
Sub6t~ntiYe Ouestion~ (Operational Activities).
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E • C.Qn.c lJ.\ili.n

132. The problems for developing cnuntries from thd proliferation of separate,
usually asynchronous "country programmes" now come irl a common stream from many
donor sources, including the United Nations system. The review teams found, as
always, that the authorities make significant distinctions between wh~t they hope
could be improved in United Nations programming, and programming involving other
donor source.. Although by now rather wary of optimism, they simply ~o expect mor~

of the United Nations syltem in programming improvements. They hold the.e
expectations becaule it 11 "the United Nationa", which ought to ..et Itandard. Dnd
to leadl because its re.ourCe flowl arrive under the lame one symbol I and because
it cannot jUltify lack of coherence on grounds of lndivi~ual national pollcies.

133. If the system i. to be readjulted to enable it at lalt to take th. lead in the
one, elusive "country programming" that will do justice to developing country needs
and to the purposes of operational activities, many practical deficiencies must be
urgently addres.ed. Central among these is the question of multidisciplinary
advice.

VII. ~~OVISION or MULTIDISCIPLINM~Y ADVICE

134. The reviews have amply confirmed the need ex~ressed by the General Assembly in
resolution 32/197, and recurringly ever ai~ce, fl)r the system to improve its
ability to provide mUltidisciplinary advice and 1nformation to Governments. In
paragroph 12 (c) of resolution 42/196, the Assembly, gave a partiCUlarly
comprehensive brief on this for the reviewsl

"The United Nations Fystem should improve its ability, at the lield level, to
res~ond to request~ from developing countries for advice on developmental
issues by, inter alia, enhancing its capacity for, and performance in,
providing sectoral, multi sectoral and integrated advice to Governments at
their request, through, inter alia, increased co-ordination among the
organizations of the system and improved technical backstopping".

A. Tb.I._nAtlAre. 0' _.t.b.L.caQrl~L.ne.I.c1Jtd.

135. It is important, first, to emphasize that these nAeds transcend lactors of
installed capacity in a developing countrYI they were expressed everywhere. In
countries with strong capacities for analysis ~nd planning, the expressed need is
not for outright "advice", such as B least developed country may be able to obtain
only from an international sourcel rather it is for the extra benefit from wider
1xperience, and a wholly di.intereste{1 source of analysis and ideas. United
~'tion. re.ident co-ordinator.' reports al!o confirm that the need i' extenaive
throughout the devel~ping countriea. Enhancing the capacity of the Iyltem to meet
this ne.d i. therefore of major importance.
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136. The problem begius at the level of development planning below national
macro-economic analys 1s and above actual programme and project formulat,ion. I t is
hera that the most strategically sensitive onalysis and pl~nnlng for actu~l

developlnent investment must take placel hAre that a developm~nt intervention's
economic (and SOCldl) goals must be clearly elaborated and tested for viabilitY1
here that all the domestic resources upo~ which the intervention will depend 
including those outside its "home" sector - must be identified if they eu" to be
marshalled for itl and here th~t the right mix of external resources must be
formulated for it, with careful forecasting of capital needs. The lack of
attention to this dimenDion far precedes the era of structural adjustment, and
indeed has bean a root cause of nwnel'ous earlier weak or failed development
interventions, but it is particularly serious if such adjustment is to be part of
fln intagral plan laading to restored, sustainable economic growth and vital soc'ial
services.

13". 1n case after case cited to review teams (and known f rom other countries ft'om
ot.her sourcts of information), the ne;ec1 for such advice arises when a Government is
lUlking itself how to nddress a major development problem that has mUltJ.ple roots
Rnd whose reSOlution will have wide ramlCications - not merely the strengthening of
one specific new cupacity. In almost all developing countries, the accelerating
Henreh (or strategies to addreGS mass absolute poverty in rural areas translates
int.o tightly integrat.Ad dusters or n~Ad (or this mu.l \".isectoral dimension of
Anfllysis and strDtegy formUlation.

B. Re,spQn.se or the United ,N,ct.i.QmL~.Y.a.t&m

130. The analysis of challengeR like the~e, and the developmunt of strat~gic

pl;mning options to adeltas' them Ci'\ll (or minds that can "see over" traditional
sElc:t:oral fenc'!ts, minds that are not conUned within single traditional disciplilles,
and minch; that do lIot stArt, t'E1Clexlikfl, with "projects". It is evident that tnlH;t

Goverrunents 3nd resident ~~-ordinAtors have had great difficulty in securing these
kJnctR of compotence from within the United Nations system. One resident
co' ol'Clillator remar ked thcll, "When the need is Cor helpful dialogue wi th Goverrunellt
nbout dflvalopmallt- not a shopping li~t. of project,s - I .~el very alone here. I
look on the spacialized agencies 6H specialized agencies, but their response is
i'llmOHt. always 1n term" o( projeet. exconttion", Very similet' observations were made
by utaCr in other countries.

139, Gover runents sometimes reSol't instedd to one oC the international finane i8l
In~Litutions (or this kind of t9chnlcftl advice. If they succeed, they arA usually
satisfied with what they then obtain, but not necessarily in all areas. There is
considerable caution about the inclination of lending i.lstitutions to apply
c:oat.-beneCit crit'!ria t.o such analyses. There would seem to be a preference Cor
"the more neutrBl main United Nations s'(~l:em". Requesting such Ildvice from II

lending institution is sometil"~s also deferred lest thJs disturb ongoin9
negotiations wi th it in other areu. It was also remarked that "This kind of help
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is precisely what we thougrt we could get from the mftin United Nation. s~lte~

bfla~u~e it is supposed to be the precursor of capital investme~t". Lending
I nnrit'ltions themselves do not always want the s.mi-impliclt commitment of lendi'lg
~hat may be inferred if they accept Buch requests. They also often profer the
United Nations system of grant-funding organization. led by the resident
l'U ,ol'dinator to carry throuljlh such analysil with the Government, in the belief that
the reAult~nt programme proposal will have stronger government-wide commitment.
t'leRrly, the existence of some capacity in banks and other capital lending sources
to meet this need doe. not obviate the paramount importance of enhancement by the
\Iolted Nations system of grant-funding organizations of its ability to provid~ such
dssistance.

J40. In several least dev~loped countries, existing mechanisms, which have been set
'rp to foster a higher degree of co-ordination amonljl donor. in strategy and input
(ormul~tion, such as the UNDP-sponsored round tables or the World Bank-supported
(~ollsultative groups, are well appreciated by national officials. Another
,"\ppreciated element in the preparation of capaclty-buildinljl programmes is the
Nntional Technical Co-operation Assessment Programme (NaTCAP). Some officials,
however, expressed scepticism an~ mistrust about the ultimate aim of these
flxel'cises.

1. Sectoral ~~

141. The service that the system could provide by atronljlthening these capacities
W86 illustrated by a country's experience with external assistance for its energy
~ector, No less than four separate donor sectoral reviews were carried out within
~bout two years by teams that collected data and then wrote up their reviews at
thall" respective headquartltu. One donor pointed out that this disparate process
(:ould have b-:tn avoided if the United Nations system had helped Government to
i'lBsemble and then to maintain, one "master sector analysis" to which all donc.,rs
cOllld refer and within which they could propose programmes.

1.42. It hu been traditional to use the plfra&e "sectoral and multisectoral" in
deRcribing this vital area. It is, of course, possible that the kind of advice
ne~dad lies neatly within a sector. There is, however, a growing awareness that
the traditional sectoral analysis will not, in many instances, adequately cover
this type of nef:fd. On all sides, "sectors" are increasingly perceived to sprout
lateral planning a~d resource shoots into other such sectors. For" example,
011-aeod production and processing not only relate to agriculture but industry, and
therefore enerqy as well, and not only these, but the whole web of factors lnvolved
in transport and in marketing, to name only a few of the lateral shoots.

2. Sy.temic challenge. to the Itructur•• of the United Natigna

143. The traditional lectorl are also increasin91y 8een as heavily interdependent
with areas that do not "belong" to anyone or even more of them - areas that are
thus not only multi.ectoral, but 'ylt.mic. The.s now more clearly perceived
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systemic analyti~al and plannin~ veeds ar8 causl~.~ serious difficulti•• for
GovlHnmsnts, themsel VI''' largely o.-gani zed according to the trad t. tional sectors and
diRciplines. Their frustration is the greater when they find that the United
NAtions system is no better adjusted than thor are to meet the.e more r.al
development needs. Poverty ~nd environmental degradation do not obli9ingly slice
themlielves into the sovereignties and secto:s into which Government. have dividod
the United Nations system.

144. A senior government specialist in water resources remarked that, "In the
Uni ted Nations system water is nobody' s child, but everyone clAims to be re] ated".
He went on, "Somebody comes and gives us inputs on dam design, somebody else on
water measurement, somebody else aays they can do water quality - but we cannot get
help on a comprehfnsive water resources strategy". He thought that there should be
one natural resources capacity in the United Nations for these purposes, drawing on
all A1ements of the system, and outside it, as necessary. The identical view was
heard about water resources in another country. These are even more important in
light of the Secretary-General's recent warning that the lack of linkages between
wator resources authorities and those concerned with national and regional economic
development might lead to distortions in investment priorities and project design
(sea E/C.7/1989/8).

145. It was recognized that all sectoral institutions of the system (and of
Goverr~ents) must be environmentally aware, but at the crucial analytical and
planning stRge this leaves a major vacuum. Team members heard such t.elling remarks
l'\U, "Everyone in the United Nations system seems to ha';e a piece of unvironment
now; but who has the whole view? - we must be a,le to get this, without conditions,
from the United Nations which is supposed to lead". In another country the
Government was confronted by "all sort.s of ideas from every donor on environment,
1.'\11(1 an argument among United Nations agencies". There are no qrounds for special
indietment. oC a set of United Nations institutions created by Govel:nments that have
t.homsclves only recently seen the domestic structural implications of environmental
iSHue~, but addressing the multilateral dimension oC this problem is urgent.
Impartial help Cram tho United Nations system, free of conditionalities and in a
Cull y integrated manner, is needed now in all envi ronment-related fields.

1.46. The dir f:l culty for Governments and res ident co-ordinators in obtaining
multidisciplinary assistance for situation-analysis and option-formulation on many
needs has then resulted in a cascade-like effect on actual projects, all along the
projec:t cycle. Some consequences were noted earlier in section IV, some others may
be tHunmnr hed here.

147. One planner remarked that at the design stage, liThe economici of a needed
technology are almost always absent in formulation, becau.e they only lend the
technologist". In another country the advent of informatics had re.ulted in
sepnrate inform~tics projects assisted by Unite~ Nations ageneie. and other donors
in many sectoral ministrieSI now, a complicated attempt at rationalilation is
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necessary because there had been no prior multisectoral situation and need
analysis. Yet again, projects are designed that separately nibble only around some
of the edges of an integral development problem: this can happen because new
emphases in intergovernmental mandates cause neglect of wider programming. One
country's ministry of health said that each United Nations organization and other
donors, want to "pick and choose" only "what currently interests them". In other
instances, although the development need is palpably plurisectoral, vnder
external-agency execution modalities it proves impossible to pu~ together a
pluri-agency project, and an indivisible intervention is therefore sliced into
separate single-agency projects.

148. It was also urged that, if not at the outset, then at least at the mid-term
review of a project, there should be an economic assessment so that early enough
judgement could be made of "where the project is really leading us". Review teams
heard of many projects that were receiving insufficient technical backstopping.

4. Evaluation

149. Technical analysis and formulation of options necessary before consideration
of projects are equally needed in evaluating results, because a project worth z~s

investment is supposed to lead to growth beyond its own parameters. Governments
wish to have help-from the system with advice on what strategic increment tr.ey can
aim for as a result of a project - where next to go for the larger development
result. The diagnoses heard suggest that the present construct of project
evaluation - or certainly what has been practised to date - needs re-examination
One official's observation was reflective of many such cOlnrnents received by the
teams: "Evaluation reports by the United Nations are often far too narrow, only on
the project's own mechanistic implementation, not on its wider impact, the further
needs it should have exposed, its larger sectoral - maybe even multisectoral 
implications".

C. Origins of the problem

150. Despite so much urging of "the programme approach", over the years most of the
operational activities of the system have become more and more project-driven, and
less and less programme-constructed. More recently, human and material resources
have been invested in the uppermost level, the national/external macro-economic,
and the lowest level, that of project delivery, but neglect of the vital
intermediate dimension described above has persisted.

151. From the best of intentions and with impatient parliaments and publics
pressing them, the general donor community has pressed the United Nations system
for rapid expenditure of contributions, which has translated into even more rapid
formulation and launching of projects. It has been suggested that this rapid
project geneLation is because of the lure of the 13 per cent overhead for the
executing agencies, but this neglects the parallel pressure for delivery as such.
Faced with these demands, specialized agencies have in turn concentrated on finding
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and deploying project-level competences. As earlier noted, their governing bodies
have not allowed them to use their regular budgets to maintain adequate staff
capacities for multidisciplinary analysis and advice. Meanwhile and in tu~n, the
United Naticns funds have concentrated at the country level on managing and
aruninisterinq inputs into the large nunbars of projects.

152. The pressures for "projects" have been all p(!rv<1sive. Many specialized agency
staff at coyntry level feel th~t their performance reports depend on being seen by
their headquarters to generate projects (not infrequently a key sourca of their
resentment of the UNDP resident represent.ative as a barrler to funding of such
projects). The country-level staff of th& United N&tiono funding organizations
have also acquired a strong sense that their per£ormance is not ju~ged on their
development knowledge but on their project delivery record. This has been
especially strong amid the ':ecurting "roller-coaster" syndrome, where temporary
cuts in resources due to fluctuations ~nong donors or ax change rates are inevitably
followed by dips in the project pipeline, these in turn prompting urgent
instructions from headquarters to "speed up" and report high levels of new project
launchings. In the ensuing rush back up th9 delivery slope, it is again situation
analysis and strategic programme planning that are ov~rlooked.

153. The pressures for project delivJry have also affected the training of
country-level staff, which has for many years focuse~ on project administration, so
that many are inadequntely equipped for work on this middle strat,~ of the
development process. Yet the best of them, including country agency staff, are all
too aware of the pitfalls of inadequ,.,te prior progrwnme annlydK and strategy
formulation.

154. The drive for project-level delivery and constraints on use of regUlar budgets
have also affected the breadth of analytical capacity that the sectoral agencies
call make available Crom their headquarters even within their sectol'. Increasingly
goverrunent planners, and even more so resident co-ordinators, are nervous abollt
requesting agency help for these planning dimensions lest t~~ one who arrives is a
Rpecialist and enthusiast of only part of. the "sectoral" problem and may proffer
only partial recommendations. The fact that agencies are expect~d to be able to
per (arm the dual roles of project execution and technic~l advice can also genarate
doubt as to their impartiality in the latter role, an invidious situation that
deserves consideration.

155. Finally, adding to the diversion away from the vital middle level of analysis
Bnd planning there has been the already noted inordinate amount of effort bnd
energy devoted to more and more separate country programmes. Governments of
cleveloplng countries have had to try to match these concentrations on
donor-by-donor country programme eXt:lrcises, on the one hand, and tt'e cwnbersome
paper flow demanded of them for projects, on the other, in many instances sapping
their own capacities to attend to the vital middle.
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D.Conclusion,

l~h. It m~y be seen from the foregoing that, in reflecting the need for such
I.tH'hn leal advice and dialogue, the General Auembly h opening up long-neglected
qU(' nt ions about the real i ties of good development planning and progr8lTlming and
n!l(ldt· mi'\ny i'lSpActs of the directiveR that governing bodies have givf9n the system.
It i~ clf9ar (rom th~ 1989 review and earlier reviews, and from many other sources
or nssessment, that the capacities and .ervicol that agenoi.8 and ether elements of
thp Iloited Nations system mLke available to developing countries need readjusting.
Sluco p1uridisciplinary, "above- and before-project" advice hom the United Nations
Hyut.om oC grant-funcHnq institutions is sought along the whole spectrum of
countries - those with wftak capacitieJ all the way to thOle with Itrong analytical
;:\1\(.1 1:'11:\I\nlng cap8cities - th<!t problem is not one of "changing needs". Thes" needs
h"v~ been there all alongl it has only taken time and costly experience to identify
t.I\t~m l1Iore Cully.

157. As the long-awaited wider consensus for national execution of projects now
t~ke6 effect and t~9 aqencies of the United Nations system are increasingly
11l.lOl'ntecl from project-aClrninistration work-loadS, they can seize the opportunity,
"lId illc1Aad must be encouraged, to take up the challenge of more consistently
)II nviding, on request, this kind of help. (The lupport COlts Ituc1y commissioned 01'
t.he UNDP Govel'ning Council will presumably address the question of financing these
kllllb or services.)

1511. This m~jor transformation of the primary thrust of agencies for operational
i:lC~t'.ivities and of ~he provision of resources for them will not, however, be easy,
even [or those types of technical advice whose disciplinary range fdlls within a
singh'! agency I s "house". lnternal restructuring, redeployment and likely
IAtr~ining of headquarters, regional and country stat! will in some instances be
(·rl\dE\l.

lSQ. Fur many such needs, however, the United Nations system is pr~sently not
nppropriate1y structured. At the least, therefore, ways must be found to overcome
mUffl r:onsistently, at the country level, these structural constraints of the global
lAvel. The practical kind of solution was illustrated by one planner who asked,
"1:; it I'eally beyond possibili ty to have the area of such mul thectoral needs
~~lilleated, all Unit6d Nations system agencies with the capability to help are
lillHO up in a team by the resident co-ordinator, and they work on the problem with
i' piHAllp.l multidisciplinary team from government?" These and other implicatiC'nR
(cn the country-level work of the system stemming from the reviews are addressed
IntHr in this report.

lIJO. ~;nhancing the system I s capacities in this middle stratum c~.early also ca111;
[or greater understanding throughout the development cvmmunity that financing this
situation analysis and strategic programming work is not merely as important a& the
more clyn8lTlic seeming "operational" projects - it is the very make-or-break of most
~uch projects themselves.
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161. Finally, the issues exposed regarding such technical advice include one thatpermeates the whole development co-operation community, not only the United Nationssystem. Development takes eime if it is to be real development. To leap downwardsfrom the national macro-economic dimension straight into projects may indeed spendmoney quickly; it will seldom spend money wisely, and with enduring effect.

VIII. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

162. Between the needs for improvement in operational activities so far reviewedand the decisive advance forward called for by the General Assembly, ther2 stands adense jungle of disparate and top-heavy policies and procedures. The system shouldnot only be leading in efficiency in any case; it actually offers services intraining for good development management and administration.

163. The review teams examined policies and procedures no less than all otherelements in their brief, from the perspective of the point of intended action andbenefit - the country level - and from there back outward to regional andheadquarters levels. Most of the teams heard particularly strong language on thissubject.

A. Strategy and formulation

164. Each United Nations funding agency has its own elaborate guidelines, preparedat its headquarters, for the development of its strategy documents that form thebasis for allocation of its resources to a developing country. The jargon embeddedin these guidelines often has to be deciphered by a country officer of the fundbefore many government colleagues can grasp what may (only may) be intended. Theimpediment is of course aggravated wherever government staff really think in atongue other than one of the official ones. At once, this lack of user-friendlylanguage places a constraint upon a Government's ability fully to participate inthe development of a strategy for its own country.

165. Each United Nations funding agency has a different time period for itsallocation and programme cycles; therefore, the process of strategy formulation andensuing country programming is by separate dialogue with the Government; therefore,the Government CAnnot bring these United Nations system strategies and allocationstogether even arn(lwr themselves, leave alone with its own national cycle andplanning process.

166. At every stage along the spectrum of work traced in this section it must againbe borne in mind that, in addition to the United Nations system, the Government issimultaneously having to cope with anything up to another dozen - or more comparable, and just as separate, often just as impenetrable sets of policies andprocedures for the strategies, country programmes, et cetera, of each bilateral andmultilateral donor outside the United Nations system.
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B. f.r.gia~ocWDents

167. Each United Nations organization has its own project document format. Some
Are mo~e simple than others, review teams were told that they are "more or less the
same" - but each bit of "more" and each bit of "leIs" add up to more work for
national colleagues.

l68. Where a headquarters has to approve a project, the total process causes delays
from about six months to two years. The apparent primary cause is that the draft
project document does a great deal of global travelling - back and forth between
Government, country and headquarters offices and their approval committees, with
much more than overnights at these four stop. while its precise wording is
contemplated, improvement in a sentence or two requested, the exquisitely important
difference is discussed with the harried government colleague, the redraft is uuly
approved for resubmission, and the global travelling resumes.

169. Government officials and their project managers expressed considerable
bewilderment to review teams because they could so seldom perceive, in what was
finally approved, any substantive improvement that would enhance the development
soundness and sustainability of the project. It seemed to them that many
haadquarters queries are either from lack of knowledge of the country or about
wording changes to "make the project hang together better ll

• The problem in this
for country-level development workers is that they know that rather more than
precision of words is what will or will not make a project IIhang together ll and that
the elements on paper are seldom those that constitute the real adhesive. The
critically important work of situation analysis, formulation of options and
programme approach at the country level - the keys to better design - cannot
receive sufficient attention at that very level because no one has enough time
while moving these project-level documents back and forth across the planet.

C. Project approval processes

170. The foregoing drafting exercises are only the beginning of a process that
leads to the approval of a project. Authority to approve projects - as to where
and as to up to how much - varies widely. In UNICEF, once a country programme and
operations plan has been approved by its governing body, the UNICEF representative
in a country has total approval authority. Thereafter, the pattern is diverse.
One fund must have all projects approved at its headquarters, and any costing over
$250,000 by its governing body. In another fund the country director can approve
up to 25 per cent of the total cycle allocation if below $250,000, if above it is
at headquarters. In another the country representative can approve up to $700,000
per project but no project that is nationally executed, "innovative" or IIcomplex".

111. It was pointed out to review teams that all thele differentials, by
them.elve., make joint programming within the Unite~ Nationl Iyltem unlikely in the
extreme. One happily decentralized fund repre.entative averl~d that he would be
"crazy" to try the joint programming his headquarters had urge~ him to ..ele - it
would mean that "everyone els8 would hold us back from getting on with lome work ll

•
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172. By the time many project documents are approved, inflation has often already
onten into their castings - or soon does - and their budgets mUlt therefore be
"rAvised". Again, UNICEF alJ.ows t.his at the country level. Elsewhere, Planet
E~rth sees much further global travelling of draft and then ultimately final
"project revision" papers, each under Curther different rules per United Nations
orgallization. And again, each .arth-shaking~y vital difference mUlt be understood
IUI(1 followed by government st.,ff, as they wrestle with an oven lareaer vol~m8 of
procedural mysterifls emanating from the rest of the international co-operhtion
community.

D. R.uo[ting

171. Still, however, reporting awaitsl

(n) Each United Nations organization has ita own project-reporting format, of
dlfCerent size. One is a blissrul two page., another 141 one requires the
Goverrunent to go through 40 pages, and a complex project with leveral outputs can
requile as many as 60 page6.

(b) The perlocHe! ty or the reporting requi rement allo differs from quftrtel'ly,
to biennial, to annual.

(c:) Then there lire ~iff~rent kinds of reports - there may be financial
(mnnt.hly), technical, anl'l "progress" reports for Governm.nt to complete and send
nWAy.

(cl) Nation,al project ~U rectors r'lRignedly Rxplalned to review teams tha~. the
forogoing was GornetimeE; (Jnly t~'tf begin..,inq of itl for .ome projects they had to
prepiHe three diUtHente. report.fI, one !or the Government, one for the United ~:ationa

funning Agency, and then (Jne for the United Nation. exltcutin9 aqency.

(9) It was also pointed out that for geographically spread projects a report
m~y l~qulre collecting and then a~gregating widely scattered bits of data from
IH ff«'!l"l'H1t proVin(~efl and femote af/''''S - every time t.he report had t.o be Bubmittftd.
l'hll' could be done laSH Creguentlv.

([) A ministry that has projects with several United Nations agencies will
prRpnl'~ thouaandR or pages over a six-month periodl the staff start on lIthe next
unl''' illl 600n os they have finished "the lftAt one",

174. R~porti~~ for the intern~tional development commvnity (inclUding the United
Nalions system) has thU6 become almost a sub-industry in many developing countries.

e:. P.rOJ:~1Jllt.llt

175. In United Nations agency-execute~ project. the hiring of Ipeeialilt.,
pl~cement of fellowships and procurement of equipment beyond $20,000 1, centralil~d
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at headquarters. There were serious delays in the dellvery of such inputs.
Officials also complained that centraliz~tion seemed to combine with insutficiont
capacity at headquarters, ~incp there are so many instance~ of inappropriate
specialist~ and/or equipment, fellowships nominally placed at institutions but
without follvw-up to ensure individual attention to the trainetis' needs. ~ational

policies on standardization ot baS1C equipment were often not followed at the
headquarters, resulting in proliferation of brands with subseguent trainin~ and
maintenance difficulties for the Government. For the sophisticated needs of some
projects, it wal doubted from experience whether the United Nations system had the
up-tO-date inte;~ational knowledg~ and contacts necessary, leave alone the c~pacity

to devote indivi~ualiz.d attention, from headquarters levels, to the needs of. each
country and of each project within each country.

F • W.o.rJt.~~

176. It is clear th~t the tangled web 0' United Nations 5yste~ procedures and thos0
or other a•• ilt~nce .ourees imposes an exces8ivo work-load on developin~ country
Governments that can ill-alford the staff for such pur~oses, as il1ul:itrated by the
following examplesl

(a) One sectoral ministry alone was having to employ Romo 25 professionals
solely to deal with the roporting requirements of all donors. One bilateral agency
requires submission of som~ 80 items of information each month.

lb) One United Nations funding organization now requires the meintenance of a
financial strl\cture consisting of up to (1) a core bUdget, (11) an extrabudgetary
budget, (iii) a east-sharing budget, and (iv) an add-on funds budget, each in turn
with runs of components.

(c) The project document and ~ther req~irements of specialized and te~hnical

agencies fo~' their own fAnded projects are comparatively simple and show signa of
effort to make them less burdensome. The procedures they have to follow as
uxecuting agents, alnng with ~overnments ~nd country-level staff, seem from the
country level to be made more and reore il.trieate by the funding organization.

I1J. Again, the point was made that, because of these complex and indiv l ~uel setR
of procedures, no one in the relationship had the staff time to devote proper
attention to what wan supposed to be all-important - th~ design, coherence, impnct
and sustainability of externally assisted developmAnt interventions, as shown ~R

followSI

(a) In Goverr~~nt, profe~sion~ls who have received the technical training for
development work are consumed instead with Cillin~ ~nd moving pieces of paper Cor
~xternal 8gencle••

(b) United Na~ion. 'yltem country offices have to share or in somp i~stances

shoulder much of ~~~ burdens of the system's own procedures. As a result,
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profes~ional programme officers lack adequate time for pre-programming analysJs,
programme-approach baaed design, and substantive monitcl"ing at projects.

(c:) In the projects themselves, international chief technical advisers and
Ilatlonal managers, who are supposed to be lhe action-point toci at substantive,
tacllnicftl and monitoring work, are ~lso caught up in the unending cycle of Corms
and procedures instead, what some oC them call "clerical work".

(cI) Finally, at the headquarters of funds and agencies, the multiplication of
ijLcp~ and schedules and procedures imposed on the country level ironically
genorates its o~n work-load there as well, so that technica' support takes a
second~ry posit jon. !he view from the country level is that more nta~t are added
fit heddqudrttH'S, but to deal with the further procedures set up by the
h~AdquArters, not for mora substentive support.

G. Notio.ual.. t8.t.Clolt.i.Qn

11R. AgAinst the foregoing picture, it is n~t surprising that Governments and
cO\lntry-level United NA~ions system staff demand real and uniform decentralization
flnd simplification of United Nations system rules and their harmonization with
t.hose o{ the Government.. Governrnents, however, also unanimously claim that the
Hpn~inl rules and procedures Cor n8t~onal execution currently required by two major
funding orgi.'\nizations flre even more, n"t less, complicated and burdensome, as
f(;l.LoWBI

(r1) Every nAtionally eXl'lcuted project must be audited, whet"e United Natiolls
uKH<:\It\ng agencies; are requirAd to audit only a small percentage of projects they
Clwcut.O. Government t'\ucli ting services are more than fully burdened with Budl ti ng
qovP'l'Iunent progrc:-unmes. Many GoverrUllents point to a major illogicality in this
:ipol:!nl rule [or national execution, because when hmds from the same financing
Ol"f/illlizilt.ion fire t.ri'lns{Arred to th;'m - the same Government - through United Nat.ionli
fll(f'(·ut.ing Agencies, the~e are not. audited.

(b) United Nations funding agencies require a special account to be opened by
t.lH~ Gl.lvenunent. ill convertible currency [or ",sch nationally executed project. A
ljlli·II'I.!:"lJy RdvancA 1s t.hen transCc-"red, but on a line-by-line request basis; Unit.ell
NoLi OilS executi ng 6')encies rece: quarter ly lwnp sum advances for all projects
t.hl~Y exenlLe, everywhere.

«(.) Simi 1ar specifll compl tCRtions have been introduced into procurement rlll~R

(01' 71i1\.ionally executed projocts, and project reporting systems.

1711. Officials in most countries expressed themselves in no uncertain terms on
the~e experiences I

(n) Some pointed Ollt that, of course, if United Nations funding 8gencies
(~I"l·"t.e ~8pedally complicated and cwnbersome procedures for national execution, it.
iH OAGY Cor them then to claim that this modality is difficult to implement.
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(b) Some commented (as did cU'.lnlry·.level United Nations staff) that the rules
had recently been made even more comple~1 that ~ountry offices had been refused
pxtr~ staff to help comply with theml ~nd that the headquarters had recentralizeu
some procedures.

(c) Enough instances of remuneration problems in hiring skilled national
Hpecialists were cited, in various count~ies, to warrant fresh in-depth examination
llf this hsu••

(d) Since all nationally executed projects in the case of one organization
llave to be approved at its headquarters, officials cited concrete instances where,
becouB~ of the serious delays experiencdd in securing approvals, they had been
compelled to agre. to a United Nati~ns agency execution that was otherwise
Ilnnecessary but could b~ quickly approv~d bacause its costs were within current
('ountl'y-level approval authod ty,

(e) rinally, as noted earlier in this report, one Government took the
decision during a review team's visit actually to halt all requests for national

L
,'xecution altogether - sole~y because it had to jUdge that it was simply not worth
t.he diversion of 50 many staff to cope with the procedures demanded. The ministry
I.!oncerned had on. accountant for all government transactions, but had to hire a
Becond solely for a few nationally executed projects, and could not handle any more
uader the prevailing procedures.

H. CQll-C..llAa.!.Q.n.s

180. The review teams found an (If ten discouraging picture regludhg procedures Cor
'l.velopment co-operation:

(a) Proper accountability must be assured, but it is the development
objective that should govern and be facilitated by procedure, not the other way
around.

(b) Development means working with scarce resources. It is damaging to
development to impose administrative rules that, far lrom releasing human
~flpacities lor the substantive and te~hnical work, increasingly divert them. The
COAt-benefit of procedures in these terms must be properly assessed.

(c) Development requires optimum co-ordination. Disparate and discordant
procedures place major obstacles to effective co-ordination at the country polnt or
ar; tlon.

(d) National e'-3cution is the paramount modality to realiJe strengthened
capacities in developing countries and to reduce their \\nnatural dependencies.
Some United Nations funds and many bilateral agencies have proven that this is
entirely possible. Rules and procedures for this modality must be simplified and
decentralizeu.
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101. It must thus be a major rocus of all concerned urgently to ensure that all
United Nations entities engaged in operational activities unwind red tape from
substantive development work, harmonize their rules and procedures with each othGr
and with each Government and decant.ralize execution and real authority to the
country level.

182. Development does entail risk. It demands creativity, innovation and
sensitivity to local culture. It does indeed requtre sound management, but sound
management designed from the point of the work, which is the country level, not
dlytant headquarters. As one UniL*d Nations representative 8ummed it up to a
review team, "Only through decentraliz'1tion and familiarity with the country can
appropriate management techniques be applied".

IX. CO-ORDINATION AND COHERENCE

103. The review te~\s found B htgh degree of interest in co-ordination and
cohefence, and this matches much other evidence of more and more awarenelS of the
need Cor this elusive element in the development procell - in Goverrunents, in the
Ilnitod Nations system, And in the rest of the development co-operation community.
Til'" long hiatus in real progress was reflected in initial scepticism, but whenevel'
thA subject was pursued and it was explained that the General Assembly was taking
the problem very seriously, all concerne~ voiced viewl and ideal. The Icarcity of
funds Cor development amid so much indebtedness, the accumulated record of isolated
projects that "went nowhere", and the immensity of co-ordination need' in
addl'esRing now better perceived problems like environmental deqradation are
heightening concern ebout co-ordination at the country level no less than in the
Ueneral Assembly or in donor meetings.

184. An additional spur to improve co-ordination was found, as always, in the
ironir. experience of the system when faced with the challenqes of major
emel'qeuci9s. In most of the countries visited by review teams the United Nations
re~ictent co-ordinators and all other lJnited Nations system people on the ground had
fAr.sntly been confronted by such ~h8l1enges as massive civil disruption by
nArr.otlr.s trAffickers (Colombia), drought (Ethiopia, India and the Niger), a
vicious hurricane (JNlIaica), and the pervasive devastation of years of civil
wEIr (l/gandB). I n the view of Government s and the local diplomatic and donor
communities, the responses of the United Nations system to these" emergencies had
beAI) remarkable. Common features have been quick mounting o£ information systems
ond single comprehensive needs surveys, well··co-ordinated emergency operations
where requested by Governments, in many insf~ances oaving many lives and natul-al
reRource assets, and prompt Collow-up technlcal assistance initiative. of a high
orcler.

185. In such circum/ltances, issues of "manClate" and "turf" largely evaporate,
country-level Ita!f feel rather more able to join together without tear of frowns
{rom distant headquarters, BO that ground-lavel ingenuity and innovation thrive,
and donor representatives can perceive the unique role of the UniteCl Nation.
syutem'.l special partnership with Goveul11\ent and country. The experience
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invariably leaves all concerned with the question, if for emergencies, why not for
the slogging work of development - since poverty and under-capacitation are
themselves human emergencies, only Ifl8s vivid, less reported, more prolonl)ed?

186. There may be three answers. One most certainly is that country-level
emergency is the great decentfalizerl local staff often do not wait for
inRtructions from a headquarters that cannot even begin to consider what it should
in~truct without information fro~ those they normally do instruct. The second is a
corollary, that emergency can be I!l great co-ordinator I loc~l staff, most of whom
alw~y~ want to co-ordinate because they are close to the interface with human need,
feel compelled and able to take more risk vii-I-Via headquarters sensitivities.

187. The third answer may be al important in the search for clues to the perennial
problem for development. Because of the separatist and even competitive structure
bestowed upon the United Nations system by Governments, it has been almost
de~tined, its staff almost ordained, to spend more time debating who is to be
co-ordinated by whom (if at all), than what needs to be co-ordinated. In
ernf!rgencies, however, the "what?" is starkly clear and, on the gI"ound at least, thl'l
"who?" becomes embarrassing.

188. For the context of this analysis, it may be useful to recali what needs to be
co-ordinated in operational activities for development of the United Nations
system. This is best defined outward from the nexus with development's silent
emergency, from the interface with poverty and under-capacitationl

(8) Poverty is tightly c~-ordinated and simply gloats with complacency when
an attempt is made to penetrate itG ramparts only at one narrow point (for oxample,
saCe drinking water may be provided, but it will not eliminate gastroenteritis and
m~y not even remain safe for long if the environment is unsanitary in terms of
hwni\n wastes, other sources of disease. or chemical pollution). Th.,.refore, t.he
planning of development interventions must he co-ordinatod, within or more often
across "sectors". Everywhere, there is increased recognition that this requires
th.,. kind of multidisciplinary analysis, strategic planning and programme appl "H\(~h

discussed earlier.

(b) Effective advisory assistance from the United Nations system ~~

Governments in these processes depends in turn on the system's analytical
capacities - spread among organizations th~t Member States have structured

, s~parately - being adequately co-ordinated.

(c) Working outward again from the intereace with poverty, material
assistance to developin9 countrie. to support their development interventions must
be properly methed in their own national developm~~t plana end programmes if it is
to be optimally effective. The pro9romminq of tuch funds, expertise, equipment and
trRining and their inv•• tment in projects must therefore be co-ordinated by
Govp.rnmentt. Governments of developin~ countrit ~ have, however, varying degrees of
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c~pacity to do this co-ordination. Even where there is good capacity, Governments
wlHh that the United Nations s~'stem could present its resources in an already
l10 ·ordinated manneI'. Where there is weaker capacity, Governments cont.inu!I to
reque~t the United Nations system to play an active opera~lonal role in such
co-ordination, and they are the first to say that this cannot be effective if the
United Nations Rystem itself is poorly co-ordinated. A Deputy Prime Minister
expressed the strong wish for the United Nations system's help in co-ordinating all
external assista\ce but said. "First. may I suggest. you have got to get your own
act toqethe r". Earlier notions C'f "addi tional! tyll through separate funding
cllannels seem to be increasingly discarded, as not worth the drain on national
human resources of handling sepArately presented and timed United Nations system
resource-Clows (along with the many separately presented donor flows).

(cl) There is also need tor much better co-ordination of projects supported by
thp. United Nations system. opportunities for creative mutual reinforcement, even
the coalescing of differently funded projects, are often missed. Many staff are
RWfW8 of this.

(e) M1..Ji<tc project.s need t\, be co-ordinated. The perennial injection of non
or low-priority projects through inadequate co-ordination is also increasingly
judged perhaps not worth whatever "additionalities" may result. A senior aid
:~l)·-ordinator of a Government fully equipped to do its own co-ordination remarked
th8t a single. unified United Nations system structure in the country would be of
considerable help in reducing this phenomenon. More than one resident co-ordinator
pointed out that projects trust.-Cunded by an aQ..hoc donor often end when the
dOllor's funds giVE! out, but are then brought to the local UNDP (or other United
Nations fund's) door Cor continued support.

184. for the representatives and staCf. of the United N~tions system at country
level. tile issue oC United Nations system co-ordination inevitably divides between
lhosa in aud oC the UNDP orr ice, and the rest. Few within the UNDP offices can
find Any use~u] adVAnce in the United Nations resident co-ordinator formula to
dote. The typical comment is that "It has just made more complicated What we were
all along trying to achieve without it", but with concomitant recognition that not
milch ('an be i'\chievP-d ghen existing structures and lack of unifnrm policy expressed
hy Member Sti'\t:.es. Fat' other staCC oC t.he United Nations system. if a
qenernlization is possible it may b~ that they are caught in dilemma between an
impotient awareness that there ought to be far better co-ordination and a
~ollntervailing Awareness that thiH i~ not yet the poliey that emanates down to them
from their headquarters. Review teams oCten heard it said by staff that even with
l:h~~ best·. "personality mixes" on the ground, locally initiated co-ordination could
go only just so far: "Beyond that, it will only happen if it is agreed. at
hRt'ld~lllarte1's" .

190. Most representatives o( bilateral and other multilateral donors interviewed by
review teams indicated strong support for co-ordinating roles among United Nations
system organizations, notwithstanding that there il a certain degr•• of
competitiveness among bilateral dOllor agencies for high vi~ibility or .tron; impact
proje~ts. Awarenoss of the dichotomy between country level and headquarters was
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also expusI.d., one amballad.or noting that "the country level is d.oing fair 1y well"
and that for further improvement "the fitlt .teps have to be taken at hea~quarters

levels". Bilateral donors seem to be increa.ingly aware that the unique
multilateral partnership relationship of the Unite~ Nations aystem to Government
can enable the best elaboration of government commitments for major ~evelopment

undertakingl that they could. then join with greater aSlurance of succeS8. In some
instances repre.entative. of lending institutions voiced. the same view.

B. NbP shou14 co-or4inate?

191. The question "Who Ihould. co-ord.inate?" is ind.eed. important once the question
"What to co-ordinate?" haa been properly add.reued. There were many interesting
discussions about who could. best fulfil United. Nations co-ordination roles as
request.~ by Governments. A common theme, perhaps rtiflecting deeper thinking in
recent years, was that everyone mustl that by d.efinition, no one official could do
it alone., The id.ea of clusters of co-ordination on integrated. development themes
or areas is stronger than in the past, but there wal also common agreement that
lome one offici~l must still manage and correlate all forms of co-ordination, even
if delegating the work to partners. .

192. There is now more open debate about the role of "money power" ulative to WhCi

co-ordinates, because, on one hand, the World. Bank hal increased its country-level
representations and., on the other, in many countries UNICEF and/or WFP have become
nearly as large as, or larger than UNOP in assistance volumes. It is impossible to
~ummariz. this kind of debate, as in a poll, but the following are perhaps
prevailing viewsl

(a) The power money (and conditionality) of the World Bank is acknowledged
everywhere, but this does not seem to lead to any cleaL view that the World Bank
should automatically assume ongoing, pUblic co-ordinating functions in support of
Government. In general, it seems to be felt that it is the United Nations - weaker
in money power but stronger in unconditionality - that should maintain such
co-ordination roles as each Government desires. Some World Bank officials
themselves indicated that they would not wish to see the Bank try to assume this
role.

(b) The predominant view is still that UNOP, as the most comprehenr.ive
centrepiece of the United Nations system of grant-funding organizations, is nearest
to the "obvious" co-ordinator. IncreBSingly, however, the lines seem blur red as to
whether people mean "UNOP" or the United Nations resident co-ordinator function,
with the pOlsibility still speculated that this official should not also have line
management functi~nl.

C. The 4ual facul of co-ordination

193. It follow. from the foregoing that the actual need.. of co-ordination in
operational activities are foculed at the country level, but to meet them in full
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requires concomitant co-ordination within the United Nations system at the global,
inter-headquarters and governing body level, in the following mannersl

(a) For countries where a Government m~y lack interdisciplinary capaciti&s
and thus requests assistance in situation analysis and options formulation, a
co-ordinated response may be necessary from several headquarters (pol.ibly
regional) levels in each case.

(b) If the financial resources available to a country from the 'yltem are to
be synchronized with the country's planning cycle, a common headqual~erB a9reement
will be necessary.

(c) If there is to be ilnproved programming of all United Nations system
resources within the plocess of the country's national development programming,
nwnerous entities of the syutem are going to have to co-ordinate their agreement to
this - and to such a truly United Nations system exerciae with Government being led
by someone for the system, presumably the United Nations resident co-ordinator.

(d) And if the obvious, practical desideratum for co-ordination is a unified
structure of the whole United Nations system at the country level, this too will
require global-level co-ordinated agreement.

D. "Author! ty". .ood cCl,:,oJ.Q.1ne\tiQn

194. Most or these desiderata (and in some respects more) were endorsed by the
General Assembly in its resolution 32/197, 12 years ago. At the country level, the
Key instrumentality for all such co-ordination was stipulated as the sin91e
desi~n~ted official who - after four yearb of negotiation - became entitled the
United Nntions resident co-ordinator. As it became evident that this figure wa~

not achieving tnough improved co-ordination, a succession of General Assembly and
othel' resolutions called Cal' Jncreased "authority" for the resident
co··orc11nator.

195. The reviews have confirmed that this "authority" approach has not worked
oither, The picture that emerges from the reviews is a quite close reflection or
what is known more generally about this questionl

(n) Many reRident co-ordinators are able to achieve moderately good
co-ordination in some of the easiest respects. This, however, is not from
acceptance ~C Pauthority" in any 1eqal sense, but from each representative of other
United Nations system entities accepting his or her leadership because of qualities
of intellect, personality, initiative in substantive dialogue with th.m, and
ab.\.lity to "animate" collT,boration. Th. same e...ntial qualities influence the
perspective of Government on the resident co-ordinator's role.

(b) The necessary relationship among United Nations .ystem .taff i8, however,
totally reciprocal. If senior staff of other Unltpd Nation. IY8t~m organiz8tions
lack the ability to recognize intellectual leadership, do not have a oollabo~ative
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penlOnality or are afraid to co-ordinate lest this be frowned upon by their
heRdqunrters, the most perfectly equipp.d resident co-ordinator will be powerless.
In one country the enabling qualities for resident co-ordinator had been reversed
(rom negative to positive in one succession, producing promising signs that the new
reH~dent co-ordinator would be able to overcomg the negative legacies. In another
country, a change in the representation of a major agency promised altogether
batter collaboration than had been Been for years.

(c) A certain balance of reciprocality having thus been notad, it is also
E"vident ::rom all. 'eports that the onus is on the resident co-ordinator to "bring
out the best" in all colleagues. Where the co-ordinator has been unable to achieve
even the minimwn, it has usually been blcaule of lack of intellectual authority And
reguia i te personal ity even to start to animate collea9ues to accept colleginl
IPRdarship. Having no instructlcns from their headquarters requiring them to
flCCP.pt his or her authority on legal grounds, various of those colleagues are
eithet- unwilling t.o "be co-ordinated" on any other grounds or have strongly I"eected
t.O A defic ient res ident co-ordinator I s attempts to assert such authority over them
in purely formalistic ways.

1911. The failure of the "autho:ity" prescription that emerges through these
~cen~rlos should ~ot be surprising. Authority for the resident co-ordinator, in
tho legal sent;e could only emanate f'~om higher-level legal author! ty, but because
of the way in which Governments have constructed the United Nations system, the
Secretary-General and his representativ~J do not have such legal authority over
large and powerful parts of it that possesR their own sovereignties. With the
Recretary-General lacking such invested authority himself, it could be applied in
thp. system as it is presently structured only if. all Gover;nments were able to
~n-nrdinate their own policy-expressions and to repeat, through their delegations
1n all other rorums of the system, what they have called for in the General
A~r,~mbly. This, patently, has not been happening.

E • c.Q -:.Q.r ~Una.t.i.Q.D. liHL fAr

197. AgaYnst this background, it is important to be clear about what Jven the best
co-ordinating leadership - not authority - can achieve to date, against the basic
c1n:; ic1erata outlined earlier:

(~) In the best circumstances, there have been exemplary instances of getting
the r",levant parts of the system to work together with Goverlll":snt on a
multidisciplinary analysis and strategy-formulation exercis.. This shows wh~t can
be done, rather than what is generally done.

(b) Co-ordination begins with the organized an~ continuous sharing of
information, and thia has be.n recogniled in inter-agency discuslions. There have
been many in,tances of readinel. to ahare development data and other information,
through the r.~id.nt co-ordinator. Where thia is attempted, however, it was
emphasized to review teaml (I!u,d is emphasized in reports from other countries) that
the United Nations system is not staffed and structured at the country level to
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make the best use of such assembled information in any continuoul manner. As one
co-ordinator remarked, "Data itself, pouring onto my desk, is uS81eul someone has
to have the time, free from daily ptAject administrative work, to organi.e and
analyse it for all of us even to see what co-ordination needs or opportunities it
may reveal".

(0) In the best circumBtanc~s, the resident co-ordinator runs a recurring
programme of meetings with all el~!n~nts of the United Nations Iyltem in the
cJuntr1 , taking care that the agendb is substantive - not merely everyone telling
each other what they are doing in any case, while organizing appropriatw task
forces to handle joint administrative and logistical needs, attemptR to expand
Rhluing of premises etc. This puscription, now also endor.ed at inter-agency
leval, does not happen everywhere, and it takes but one period of a purely
formE\lis tic, "flag- Cly ing" Uni ted Nations resident co-ordinator/UNDP resident
representative to ruin the atmosphere for meaningful meetingl for a long time.
EqUAlly, if other senior United Nations system officials rely on flag-flying, they
will themselves make meetings rormalistic.

(d) There are variations in formulae or meetings. Some effective resident
co-ordinators encourage rotation of chairing and hosting of United Nations system
meetings. Some point out that, for substantive, programme-oriented co-ordination,
it is often better to convene meetings of only the agencies directly involved in a
given development problem with the ongoing results then reported to all system
meetings.

(0) Outside of some first results from the JCGP initiatives, it is the local
coinciding ~y chance of congenial personalities and the nbility to think beyond
one I s own institution that produce ~d __ 1l9c co-ordinated l;aogramminq e;,f projects.
Evon hera, however, there is not a standing sense of this being fundamental United
Nations system policy that all system sta!i members should energetically apply.

(f) In the best caReR of a co-ordlnative climate, there has been good
pt·(111mil1at·y consultation rm country programmes. There have a180 ..,een sectoral
fHld lyH is missions for country programme reviews. Whether, however, country
programmer. can be synchronized - and even more, whether they can be synchronized
with the country's own national development cycle - is subject to chance father
lhan policy in the absence uC emy outright instructions to this effect from the
relevant headquarters.

(g) The extent to which the resident co-ordinator can "catch" proposed
aeparate projects trust-funded by United Nations agencies and try to ensure that
they Ci t wi th and support government-agreod priorities for United Nations aystem
activit.y is subject. to wide variation. It can happen where an agency
representative genuinely wishes to achieve the maximwm incremental effect and is
Willing to risk frowns from his or her heftdquarterB, and luch qualities do exist
emong 8gency representatives at country level. It can happen it the :
multi-bilateral donor insists on f.jrst checking with the relident co-ordinator. It
can ulso happen, ironically, if the agency in question will have to alk the UNDP
orrice to administer such a project. It does not happen by virtue of any
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established system-wide policy directives. It does not even consistently happen
with UNDP-administered associated funds.

F. Conclusions

19B. The foregoing canvas offers plenty of hope, but also some sharp pointers
towards what real progress will realistically require. At this juncture, much
depends on how far Governments of Member States wish to move to prepare the United
Nations system for its ever more complex responsibilities in the 1990s and beyond.
The range of options has long been laid out through earlier studies commissioned by
the General Assembly. All of them pre-supposed that effective restructuring and
improved co-ordination at the global, inter-headquarters level would be reflected
to the country level.

199. The reviews confirm that there is an improved attitudinal climate, within
Governments and within the United Nations system, for serious effort to achieve
better co-ordination. The forces that have probably engendered this improved
climate would seem to include a far greater appreciation of the complex, holistic
nature of the development process and of the clumsiness of the system's traditional
vertical structures - created as mirror-images of the structures of Governments 
in face of so resiliently co-ordinated an antagonist as poverty. Awareness of the
scarcity of development co-operation resources and of the adverse external economic
environment within which developing countries must strive to advance, is a further
contributing factor. To all these influences towards improving co-ordination is
now added the recent exponentially increased understanding of the tenacious and
systemic threat to the finite natural environment of unrestrained modern
technology, presumptive development "models" and increasing population. Last but
not at all least, there is the idealism and commitment, despite all their
frustrations, of the thousands of United Nations system staff across the world
engaged in operational activities, who are impatient to be given the improved
structures and other resources with which they know they could do a better job for
the peoples they seek to serve.

200. The paramount perspective of this report is the country level. The clear
implication of the past history of attempted reforms that start with the global
level and are supposed to be reflected operationally at the country level is that
by the time all the compromises have been made globally, little that is meaningful
has survived to reach the developing countries. Isolated pieces of reform are
adopted, without their reinforcing elements, and are therefore inherently weak.
When these truncated bits of reform do not seem to work, the global level tries to
add prescriptions to make them work, consuming much further time and further
overloading the system. It is proposed, therefore, to conclude this report with a
picture reversing the historical sequence - starting with what is needed at the
country level - and what should be possible to attain at least there, where the
price of failure to mount a co-ordinated attack on poverty affects hundreds of
millions of human beings.
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X. COUNTRY-LEVEL ORGANIZATION IN THE UNITED NATIONS SYFTEM

201. An attempt will be made here to describe the desiderata for more cohesive,
cost-effective operational activities at the country level.

A. frlnciplu

202. Operational activities are based upon a number of principles, the elaboration
or which is the more important because the General Assembly's view has rightly
become mucl& more country-spec!! 1c I

(a) Member States might agree that, however long the negotiation of the
chosen reforms may take for the United Nations system globally, the provision of
what developing co~ntries need now from the system at the country level should be
set in motion forthwith.

(b) Reforms in organization, in procedure and in people for the country level
must enable and faci11tate a number of common features in operational activities,
but there can be no si1g1e "model". Reforms must be flexible enough to meet the
differing needs of eact. developing country - and changes in those differing needs.
Poverty wins over bureaucratic rigidity every time.

(c) It is the prerogbtive of the Government in each country to indicate how
it wishes the United Nations system to be deployed in its development
co-oper.ation.

(d) There are no perfect institutionAl saints and no mere sinner
organizations in the United Nations system's weaknesses in operational activities I

nor is there anything writ in sacred stone about the present structllres at the
country level.

(e) Headquarters officials should consider reforms from the perspective of
~·.6t point of action. What may be convenient and tidy at the global level may be
damagingly obstructive of development at the country level. International
"identity" for purposes or resource mobilization can be preserved I but poverty
thrives on institutional chauvinism.

(f) In several countries, it was felt that senior- and middle-level
headquarters managemant, administration and polley staff were out of touch with
reality and too fac removed from country operations to understand the problems of
everyday programme man~gement. It was suggested by several interlocutors that
these staff should not only visit country offices and action projects moro often,
but that they may even gain by spending a few weeks in a given country,
participating directly in prOY4~~~A implementation with country officials and
United Nations staff. This would seem to be an excellent idea.

(g) The arguments for maintaining separate organizatlonal establiBhm<3nts at
the country level are plainly insupportable when ull evidence indicates the need
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(or the closest possible meshing or 8c~rce co-operation resources, and wh~" tll$
demtH'CH'ltionli between "sectors" - or yesterday's individual "theme~" 0 (ue
In(~l'tH\Ningly exposed ~s art.ifici~l. E~ch org"niz~tion of the tJnltftd Nationa I.olY/:Itt.lm
is, however, entitled to demand that unification at thu country level positively
le~ds to even better use of its intellectual capacities, not to a dUlling ~J\(I

formalistic domination.

(h) The human cnpt'lciti<'ls of th@l Unit.Al.1 Nations syst.em are itA moat'. prAdnul1
asset in operational activities. The most apparently ~ppropriate structure [or the
cOllntry level may prove little better than wh~t now exists, if commensurate
investment is not mdde in providing highest-calibre intellectual lendership which
elCjAH lIot exist. in ewn'y country - and in rflfittlng and then cont'oillllouRly nour! Hhlng
nIl other human resources of tha United Nations system.

(i) The stafr members employed by the United Nations system Cor operntionnl
activities In developing countries are not there as part of some global struct.llrH
of IBICh employment in all Member States, for t.his does not. exist. They flnl

temporary development workers; their priority work is to make themselves toar.luudilll\.
by helping to strengthen equivalent capacities in the country itself. HeCorm J1I
country-level organization should be designed to rationalize the total poul uf
pUl;tS Bround changed [unctions; t:ountry of rice starfing ror a numblH' of rUnCt.iUIIH
should be reducing aR national capacities to take these over are 9xpAndAd.

~03. These principles are offered as the hases for needed reforms in structura,
procedure, and people of the United Nations system at country level, starting willI
people. The essence of the challenge here is in the General Assembly's request., ill
paragraph 23 or its resolution 421196, for an assessment of "the resources required
by the resident co-ordinators to carry out their increasing responsibilities,
taking into account dif feriny aQtional si tuatinns".

204. It is clear from the present reviews and other contemporary report.s that UIA

llnlted Nations system at the country levAl should be reorganized, the bettnr to
1",:P't. needs that are both above i'md before projects and that w.ill in turn Improvf!
its project worle. A new kind of development service team is needed.

20~;. Its composition must be country speciCic; it ,oust Ioespuud to each cll:welDp.Lllq
coulltry's expressed needs of United Nations system servicf!s at: a glvnn time. The

.overall construct, however, can be described quite clearly.

20G. The United Nation!> resident co-oI"dinator should be the j~ltellecLu81 lei:lc\er cilld
animator oC what might be called a created team of leaders bnd co-ordinatoI"l:l. This
is not a play on words. It fills in a missing prescription in earlier definltlonl:l
of "team leadersh.t.p", which usually asswned that the pro};lem was merely to
~stablish that whoever happened to be the "JNDP resident representative should be
primus 0 int.e..rRoal:Il'S amo:19 whomevel also happened to be on the ground, separi'\t.ely
chosen and deployed, from other organi~ations and agencieA of the system.
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/l()". 'l'htt primary .cunct.ionll 0' a cnated, not accidental, team would be to provld,
lluVfll'lu",mL wit..h onCjlolnQ mult.ldilciplinary proqramminq advice and d,\alorJ"'t abovt i.ncl
hflror~ individual p~ojent (ormulation, and then to follow throuCilh on this work.

(a) The ttuun would hllp Go"tu.mentl to plan and carry out the lit",.tion
1\1\1' lyses whose c:n\ehl neecl hal been dt.ed bed earUer, The team member mOlt
qu~lified in ft specific d,v~lopm.nt aria would be the l.ader and co-ordinator of
aUI!h ftn eXttrCiMe,

(b) Upon the adv~nt of ,ach new .tional planninrJ cycll, the team wo",ld
aaaiRt the Goverrunent in idlntifyinQ the Unit~d Nations IYltem's co-operation
llomponentl in that nationa) plar, and, if 10 requested by the Governm.nt, would
endeavour to ensure optim~ me~hin9 of other .xt.rnal a'listance in the national
phn as well.

(c) The team would provide the multi4hciplinary planninCil frame. for
rOl'lnlllatiol\, firl:lt, of programm(lIi t.o ad4re.. Ciliven plurisectoral and lectoral
neec1s, t.hln, of projects under thosl plo;umme. to btl lupporttd by the United
Nations system, end it YO r.que~tI1 also hllpin; Government to identify all
pOAAlble othel external inputs.

(d) The team would have as one of it. kty re.pon.ibilities helping both the
atl'engthening and the optimum 1.1•• or natioY).';)l capaciti.s, above all for government
deaign and managemlJnt o£ development proc..... and co-ordination of .xternal
co· operation, Tho team would be a major ntw, focus.d r••ourc. for the acoeleration
or lIotional execution. It would also be a new creative focus for ,Issisting the
country to share its own ca~acities with and to draw on the capa~ities of other
~\l:tvell)ping t:ountdelii (TCDC e..nd EeOC).

(8) The team would also act as a key ongoing source of planning (and trouble
shooting) advice on systemic factors in the development proceu such as
environmental conservation and repair, women in development, popular participation
f\nd c:ommunication support, disaster preparedness etc. A key team member might be
ldAlltlEiod aa the focus-leader and co-ordinator for all United Nations system
support of social aspects of development.

(f) The team would, !urthAr, provide relevant multidisciplinary information
(01' ongoing and rim'll evaluation of programmes e.nd projects, those tlupported by th'1
Iln i.t:ec1 NAtions system and whatever others Government might identify,

201\. '.L'he compos! L.lon of this new kind of team would be prescribed for each forwarrl
period according to the development priorities of the country and its special
eKt~rnAl co-operation needs (United Nations system and other if requested). Each
6u~:h United Nations system country team might comprise two type. of capacityl

(a) The first element would be development profel.ionals resident in the
countt'y, (i) national profeR8ionals to prov\CSe a Itron9 endogenoul analytical
c6~acitYl (ii) intern~tione18, where externel knowledge is preferable for a given
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development Area, primarily comin~ from within the United Nations system but, where
necessary, recruited from outside it.

(b) Again, depending entirely on each c~untry's identified forward needs, the
second element in the campod tion of thlli team would be professionals "callable" in
from a neighbouring country, a regional or headquarters offir.e, or from outside
line staff altogether if the nelda 80 indicate, but closely following that
particular country's development in the needed field.

(c) The "callaule" component is exceptionally im[lortant. It could not be
envisftged that all the development disciplines a country might need could b~

reelected in a resident team. The "callable" element would make new and serious
demands on the regional and he~dquarters capacities of the system, which must be
glRred up accordingly.

209. To call this proposal a "new" team concept is really only to say that it is
newly roproposed. The team concept has been recurringly urged from many quarters,
and yet again emerges from the reviews. The question really is, what would it take
actu~lly to impl'ment this rather obvious innovation?

C. New .p.ol1cb.s'J'-L.c2h~u.ion

210. The physical unification of representation and staffing of the United Nations
system a~ the country level can no longer be a serious issue. It has been called
for by the General Assembly with increasinq specificity over more than 20 yearsl it
has been accepted as a g081 at the inter-agency level, and the only acceptable
qURlifications of such unification can be special geographical needs in the capital
city of one or two country-level eleme\~s of the system, at most. It Was not
raised as a priority in every country, but officials so long conscious of the lack
of uniform headquarters-level policies are unlikely to perceive much progress
coming from physical unification by itself. Not surprisingly, in one instance a
review team heard the thought that, under existing circumstances, physical
uni (Leation might even generate "more tension".

211. The paramount issue concerns the present separate lines or employment, policy
and programme direction, repregentation and reporting of various orgdnizations,
some o( the United Nations itself, some of specialized agencies. The resolution of
all of these !gsues clearly touches upon global agreement in one degree or another,
cS outlined earlier. The immediate practical question is, can all entities of the
Lnited Nations system (governing bodies as well as senior officials) be persuaded
,now at least to make certain desirable changes in all developing countries? These
de&iderata naturally start with objectives which should gaVE 'n policy and
procedure, and structure. They would call for all organizations of the system:

(~) To amend their policies and procedures, as nocessary, to enable the
synchronization of their allocation cycles with the cycle of each developing
country (this would give a further dimension of meaning to the concept of
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indlcfttiv. planning figure., where global cycle. would not .ynch~oni•• with thoDe
of v~riou8 developing countries),

(b) To agree that, on tho request of the Government of a ~eveloping c~untry,

t.heir "country proqramme" (or equivalent) would become a component of "the United
Nations system co-operation programme" in the national development plan (or
equivalent), as earlier outlined.

(c) To agree ~hat their pre.ently leparate situation analy.e~ ~nd needs
as~eS8ment exercises would be carried out a. an integral part of the team planning
Mnd pl'ogramming exerci.e for thJ. new unified United Nation. 'f.tem co-operation
programme. Thi. would both .ave much valuable Itatt time covering the lame
statistical and other grounds, and would at lalt enlure the full meaning of such
g0616 as integrating popUlation factors in development, plannin9 for chiluren and
yout.h within national development, national human development planning, integrating
natural resource-base management in development etc.

(d) To agree to pool their resources to create, in each country, an efficient
single deve10pm~nt information system for multi ••ctoral data a.,embly and analysis
(including skills avallabil ity and requirements), for programming and
cross-analysis, and to provide an electronic nodal point to enable the country to
galn access to and contribute to international data networks and the United Nations
system's banks of development experience.

(e) To agree further th~t A~~ supplementary project proposals would in all
c~ses be tested a9ainst national priorities and, if acceptable, would become part
of the ongoing United Natlons system co-operation proqrammw.

(C) To agree forthwith to join in a combined government-United Nations system
review of all existing project procedures expressly to harmonize those ot the
system with those of the Government (where indicated, of course, improving the
lAtter as well).

(g) To integrate into such revised procedure, a very considerable further,
and uniform, decentralization of programme approval authority to the country level.

(h) Finally, to agree to make available to a common United Nations system
development service team their best talents - resident or "callable" - fC'r the kind
01 work outlined above.

D. Tbe right miK of human CApacities

212. Like everything else about the United Nation. systam, the acceptability of
such a proposal will depend tinally - as will, and above all, its effectlveness 
on the quality of the human capacities made available at ~ountry level. The often
expressed fears of United Nations advocacy programmes, long accustomed to their own
staudards of programming, of boing submerged in mediocrity and mechani8ti~ meeti·"j6
in the name of co-ordination, cannot be ignored - nor, however, can the c·\1'wiction
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of many that they could greatly enhancft the United Nations system's efforts 1n
hwnan development if they could work more closely with the rest of the system at
the country level. The many dif!\culties encountered by UNDP resident
reprftRentatives in obtaining sect ral or pluriaectoral advice from relevant
agencies that is both timely and JC high quality must equally be addressed. The
concerns of specialized agencies that the global. experience they have accumulated
is ignored by funding organs are also ~unstraining factors that must be
recognized. The new construct must thus Qnd above all enable all organizations to
feel that it will respect and stretch their capacities to the utmost and best and
that they are joining a genuinely collective leadership structure.

213. The new country te~o of the United Nations system would, however, require
major effort in identificatJon of talent, in more substantive training and
rAtraining and in ongoing intellectual nouris~ent by all concerned organizations.
Some indications of thA profiles are given hereunder.

214. A fresh "profile" for the United Nations resident co-ordinator is needed.
Much mora is required in this profile than has been iterated to date or than
necessarily arises through the career service of anyone organization. The
demands, when properly identified, are for 110 or so exceptional persons of
outstanding calibre. The profile should include the following:

(a) Far before competence at the project level, the incumbent must have the
deep experience and the intellectual capacity to see development as a whole, not to
be expert in all fields and sectors, but to know what questions have to be asked,
what analytical and programming linkages must be tested and formul~ted. The
ability to comprehend systemic factors and forces in development - for example, to
percpive the social and environmental and cultural implications of any given
?ro~Jsed intervention - and to perceive economic and fJscal linkages are also
essential.

(b) The "big mind" that this requires must be accompanied by the essential.
highly sensitive personality traits of a real leader and animator. The
decentralization urged throughout this report should be extended to this post; the
incumbent should be fully ready and able to delegate substantive responsibilities
to team members. A good United Nations resident co-ordinator does not need legal
authority; people respond to leadership of mind, of experience and of a personality
that encourages and ensures visible credit [or initiative.

(c) Such a person will be able, at root, to generate confidence - in the
Government, among United Nations system colleagues and among the rest of the donor
community - confidence based upon appropriate modesty, a demonstrable "development
intellect", an exceptional ability to become at home with the indigenou~ culture
and value-system of the host country, and a clear ability to organize L~am work.
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(a) He or she must be very sUbstantially liberated from line project
management duties. The question as to whether a full-time re.ident co-ordinator
should he employed by any operational organization will not go away. The fact that
it recurs unlerlines, as found by the reviews and voluminous other observation and
repurting {rom a gre&t many countries, that the real reaident co-ordinator function
is an all-consuming one. Release from daily project work-load i8 one of those
resources whose identification the General Assembly has reque.ted.

(e) To the extent possible, the optimum profile for the resident co-ordinator
should be drawn in relation to the total dQvelopment team needed for each country.
This complementarity will better assure "leaOer.hip of a te8In of leaden and
co-ordinators".

2. Other team members

215. The essential profile for the membership of the new development teams may be
adduced from observations made in section VIII. Drawing upon the kinds of
qualities noted above for the resident co-ordinator, the profile shoulO also
include the followingl

(a) By definition, the resident members of the t~am must between them
encompass adequately specialized knOWledge in each of the country's highest
priority objectives for forward development.

(b) It is essential, however, that (as one resident co-ordinator remarked to
a review tearn) each member has "a development mind". In other words he or she muat
not be only a sectoral or sub-sectoral tr.chnician, but must be of the calibre to
lead and co-ordinate situation analyses, work wi~h Government on the formulation of
strategic programm~ options, and be fully capable of helping Government, upon
request, in its didlogue with all donors.

(c) The "callable" members of each team must be as country-specific as its
resident members. In most instances their profiles would probably be drawn from
vther, but not the highest national development priorities over the forward
period. The choice might well also depend on ~he timing of the national effort in
A given development area. United Nation& system organizatior.s of~ering such
"callable" members would be expected to sustain these country-related commitments.

(d) It would be logical that bodies of the United Nations development system
currently posting representatives to countries would Offer them as team members.
Thus, the senior officers of funding and technical organizations would be members
or the tea~m. For other team needs according to national priorities, a united
Nations agency might have to deploy a hign-calibre line staff member (or outside
recruit). It must be emphasized that the team construct would undoubtedly reguire
an upgrading of development competence (Which is not the same as running projects)
at the country level.
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;.!li. Pending such restructuring of development teams as Governments may address in
the future, it seems obvious that existing funding would be rr.aint3ined for team
members contributed with existing country pests ond that for new deployments and
costs of the work of the II call able ll team members appropriate pro-rations between
operational funds and regular budgets might be worked out. It is hoped that the
report of the UNDP Governing Council's expert gro~p on support costs may be helpful
i.n this regard.

217. It must, however, be clear that crAating such United Nations system
(levelopment teams will call for the kind of genuine pulling together and overcoming
of ostensible bureaucratic obstacles that ought to be a hallmark of the United
Nations, at least at the interface with poverty. Advocacy organizations should
welcome the opportunity to ensure far more integration of the goals and techni~les

of their programme, with greater resultant impact. Specialized agencies should
find in the new country-level construct a major new opportun~ty for their most
creative and innovative ~ork.

E. ll.n.iJ ied UnitetL.N.ill.Q..D.L~.t..e.m count.r~r..Y.c.tJ.la

),18. As has already been suggested, the time h~s obviously arrived to move to
implementation of the call of the General Assembly in its resolution 32/197 for a
~ingle United Nations system office in developing countries. The full
organizational details for such offices need not be elaborated here. How~ver, the
following desiderata may assist:

(a) Each such office would be headed by the United Nations resident
co-ord~nator, leading the team of leaders ant co-ordinators whose composition and
required capacities would be determined by the country's needs, not by the global
~tructure of the United Nations system. Th~ te~~ would be assisted by a small
';taff, principally to run the integrated develcpment information systems earlier
describe1.

(b) Deputies or assistants would assume major working responsibility for the
Qngoing managempnt of projects supported by the relevant fund or agency so that the
team members would not be enc\lmbered by such work, althouqh acting as advisers as
necessary.

(c) Organizations with country-level programme officer posts wouin contribute
some of them to pooled ass ignmentG based upon the country's pr ior i ty deve 1opment.
thrusts, such as human development, on an integrated basis. All such organization
w1thin the unified offic~ would be country- and need-specific - for example, 1n a
Least··develoJ?ed country there might be need for a training sppcialist, serving all
training ~equir.ements of co-operation programmes of the United Nations system, and
advising Gover~~ent on its wider needs in training programme and technique. Other
examples of this kind include pooled staff in the fields of women in development,
communication support and participat.ion by non-governmental organizations.
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(d) Within the unified structure, project-support functions could well be
handled on a pooled-staff basis, especially as project procedures are simplified
and harmonized both within the system and with Government.

(e) Fresh assessments, however, should be made in many countries to determine
what project-support administrative functions now undertaken in country offices
should, subject to sound international accountability, be devolving into and thus
strenythening the capacities of the Government.

219. The evolution of unified offices (or perhaps United Nations system services)
should be specially monitored by the Director-General in close consultation with
the heads of all participating entities, so th~t botn positive and negative
experiences can be captured and appropriate adjustments made. An early start
should be marle with a first 10 or 12 such offices to evolve and test modalities.

F. Staff training and nourishment

220. The serjous need for more substantive, development training of United Nations
system staff serving at the country level, so often heard as an appeal from them
and so often noted in reviews and reports, must now be systematically addressee,
The need for general professional upgrading indicated in this report and the advent
of unifiea 'ountry services with theme assignments rather than agency and project
assignments will make the long delay in tackling this prOblem insupportable. The
staff college for the system as R whole, proposed so many times, should now be
established - not at one campus, but economically along the lines of the United
Nations University, drawing on the resources of many academic and training
institutions across the world.

221. A second major and neglected requirement is the ongoing nourishment of staff
and their national associates with substantive information about development
experience, issues and options. Country-level staff have repeatedly voiced this
need. It should be an integral feature of the unified country services.

G. Oversight by the United Nations system

222. The many improvements suggested for country-level work and organization will
inevitably involve experimentation and ongoing adjustment, under the overall
leadership of the Director-General for Development and International Economic
Co-operation. A considerable degree of collegial inter-agency trust and
confidence, very clearly supported by Governments in all governing bodies, would be
required.

/ ...
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XI. CONCLUSION

223. This report, as forecast, has concentrated on problems that must be faced by a
United Nations system whose operational activities have a remarkable record of over
40 years. In the countries visited by review teams, many of their discussions took
place in national institutions whose key contribution to development today reflects
the sustained, 1.nglamorous capacity-building work by all entities of the United
Nations system. In every country, there were examples of both sound and steady
development co-operation work and of unusually imaginative special efforts.

224. It is, indeed, because of its generally good record and the potential that
this demonstrates that the United Nations system is challenged to do better again
and to face unresolved problems. That was the universal theme encountered by the
review teams, as no less reflected in all other reports taken into consideration in
this paper.

225. The proposals in this report will relieve the system from constraints in order
to build upon its achievements in service to the developing countries eVel) more
creatively.

225. Only poverty should fear these suggested reforms.


